
University education 20 years hence: substance and yymbolism

Forum for discussion about future of education
stand” changes going on 
outside and in. He considers 
the conference of basic 
importance to the future 
well-being of this institu
tion, he said.

The conference “on the 
verge of 1984” is timely, but 
Chairman Maurice Elliott 
said on Monday that the 
Senate’s stipulation when it 
endorsed the conference a 
year ago, that is, it “focus on 
York” presented a problem. 
That is, how to elicit partici
pation when a small internal 
conference on education 
held in 1981 “clearly indica
ted," he said, “that it was 
hard to get people at York 
enthused.” Many York fac
ulty, suggested Elliott, feel 
little need to examine what 
they are doing.

The solution was to bring 
in five guest speakers, all of 
whom can claim some in
sight into the issues, and at 
the same time to run a series 
of group discussions com
posed of members of the 
York faculty along with rep
resentatives from local 
school boards. The entire 
conference is being recorded 
for the archives.

Outside speakers, said Ell
iott, would stimulate the 
York community “to focus 
on our own aspirations and 
re-examine some of the 
intentions with which York 
started its original pilgri
mage.” He had approached 
the presidents of both Har
vard and Yale, but without 
success. Then he read The 
Paideia Proposal by Dr. 
Mortimer Adler, Director of 
the Institute for Philoso
phic! Research in Chicago, Z 
and was “amazed at some of -

SHEREE-LEE OLSON
“York will survive and 
flourish," said York Presi
dent H. Ian Macdonald in a 
speech opening his current 
conference. University Edu
cation 20 Years Hence: 
Substance and Symbolism, 
“but the university has never 
been so threatened as it is 
now." Twenty-three years 
old and the third largest in 
Canada, York has reached • 
its physical capacity and 
must enter an era of renewal, 
responsive to “changes tak
ing place at a rate almost too 
rapid to comprehend. Surely 
a university must under
stand those changes, survive 
them and contribute to 
them,” Macdonald said.

the coincidences in their 
thinking, decided he’d make 
a “splendid” opening spea
ker. Both Master Elliott and 
President Macdonald said 
that York is futher along 
than most universities and 
the “democratization of 
education” that Adler es- 
pouseses.

of Alberta.
Members of the discus

sion groups, which com
prise a kind of “subtextual” 
conference, are free, said 
Elliott, to reply to or bring 
into focus the speakers but 
“that is the easy way out.” 
Just as the session titles are 
only “clothes pegs on which 
to hang ideas,” the discus
sions are meant to encour
age “figurative snowball 
fights, unbraced creativity.

“I think they should 
the sessions as a process 
rather than a place to make 
statements,” Elliott said. 
Audience participation, es
pecially by other educators, 
would be fruitful, but at a 
meeting on Monday the

panelists seemed to agree since he planned to attend 
that it could still be a good the discussions, “I don’t see 
conference with an audience it’s necessary for me or any

(other) student to be on the 
Unfortunately, this “sub- panels.” The question of 

textual” conference lacks student participation had 
any formal student contri- passed out of Bevilacqua’s 
bution.

of six.

hands and simply died. 
CYSF Academic Advisor 

No Student involvement Mark Pearlman requested
student participation in a 
small announcement in the 
March 3 Excalibur, but 
according to conference 
organizer Vicki Hodgkin- 
son, there was no response. 
It was unfortunate, she said, 
because the committee was 
“supportive". However, “we 
felt we couldn’t impose. I 
guess it (the conference) 
wasn’t a priority with CYSF.”

Encourage discussion CYSF President Maurizio 
Bevilacqua, invited to parti
cipate by the committee a 
month ago, approached the 
Excalibur editors to join 
him. “We were pretty en
thused,” said Bevilacqua on 
Tuesday, but the committee 
failed to return his subse
quent calls. However, he 
didn’t “see any problem”.

The other speakers will be 
more specialized: Professor 
Rush, a sociologist from 
Simon Fraser; Dr. Henchley 
from the Faculty of Educa
tion at McGill; Dr. Living
stone from Toronto’s O.I.- 
S.E..; and Dr. Myer Horo
witz, president of University

use

■Information revolution

A primary concern is the 
so-called information revo
lution. “It would be ironic,” 
he said, "for universities to 
lag behind in the dissemina
tion of information that 
leads to knowledge.”

Although York has been 
criticized for its high acces
sibility, said Macdonald, it 
has never lowered its stan
dards. In order to remain 
viable, it must continue this 
“process of democratiza
tion” and make itself acces
sible to more students 
in more ways. But at the 
same time, York needs to ask 
questions about the “sub
stance and the ideology of a 
university education, and 
the balance between the two.

“I don’t expect this con
ference will produce instant 
revisions,” said Macdonald, 
“but set the stage to under-
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ADAM BRYANT
Economics is primarily a 
training for understanding 
the environment you live in, 
and interpersonal skills are 
very important in the busi
ness world, according to five 
former York economics 
students.

Approximately 150 stu
dents crowded into the Ross 
Faculty Lounge last Tuesday 
afternoon to attend an 
Economics Student Associa
tion-organized career semi
nar. The five York grads, all 
well-established in econo
mics-related careers, were 
invited to speak about their 
careers and to field ques
tions from students.

Food Ombudsperson Eli Gershkovitch tries to solve your problems with York food. Call 661-3132.The usefulness of courses 
in computers and numerical 
analysis was stressed by 
John Clinkard from the 
Economics Division of the 
Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce. When consider
ing a career, Clinkard told 
the audience to remember 
that economists play a larger 
role in big national compan
ies than they do in the 
smaller businesses.

Student Federation charges Ontario 
PC's with interference in referendum

BRIAN HENRY and endorses several candi
dates who are “associated 
with our club”.

Clement said the in his 
letter he was not describing 
either SAC president Tim 
Van Wart, or SAC external 
affairs director, Kent Dar
ling, both of whom support 
the “Yes” side, as leftist. He 
said he was concerned by the 
“well organized insurgency 
of the CFS-O” and the 
Students Action Commi
ttee.

the referendum. The letter 
was included n a recent 
mailing of the University of 
Toronto Progressive Con
servatives.

Asked for specific in
stances of corruption in the 
CFS, Clement said he did 
not know of any. He said 
that by “corrupt”, he meant 
that the CFS is not account
able to U of T students. 
Clement also said that at 
CFS-0 demonstrations, he’s 
heard the slogan, “Tories 
out.”

Referring to his termino
logy, Clement said his letter 
was not intended to be 
splashed on the pages of the 
Varsity (the U of T student 
paper). It was meant to make 
people who would naturally 
be interested worked up 
enough to vote ‘No’ and to 
support the ‘No’campaign."

Clement added that opin
ions can be put in euphe
misms or n inflamatory 
language, and in this case 
they were put in language 
meant to arouse people.

Peter Hoy. CFS-0 field 
worker for the Metro area, 
commented that “there is a 
difference between inflama

tory language meant to 
arouse people and outright 
lies meant to decieve peo
ple.”

CFS-0 has requested a 
statement from the Ontario 
Progressive Conservative 
Party dissassociating the 
party from the letter, but the 
student federation has yet to 
receive one. Bob Harris, 
Executive Director of the 
Ontario PC’s, informed 
-Excalibur that OPCP consi
dered Clement’s use of the 
party’s stationery an impro
priety.

Tony Clement said the 
letter was private and con
tained only his personel 
opinions. He said it was 
customary for the U of T 
PC’s to use Ontario PC 
letterhead. He also said that 
the U of T PC’s had not 
passed any resolution sup
porting his opinions.

The letter states that 
“left-wing and radical ele
ments...have banded toget
her to run the “Yes” side of 
the referendum, as well as 
(to) elect their own in the 
upcoming SAC election. The 
letter names several candi
dates ad NDP or ultra-left.

The Canadian Federation of 
Students-Ontario has char
ged that the Ontario Pro
gressive Party is interfering 

Learn to speak French in a student-run election and
referendum at the Univer
sity of Toronto.

John Ilkiw, the only civil 
servant on the panel, is 
employed by the Pension 
Policy Unit of the Ontario 
Ministry of Treasury and 
Economics. He said that jobs 
for professional economists 
exist primarily in the aca
demia and government sec
tors. He strongly urged 
students interested in gov
ernment economics to ac
quire a knowledge of the 
French language.

Tris Lett, part owner of 
J.B. Sparling Consultants, 
said that his experience 
taught him the importance 
of being “able to sell your 
ideas if you want to rise in a 
company."

John Tysall, Treasurer of 
Gulf Canada, stressed the 
value of interpersonal skills. 
“It’s important to have the 
ability
“It’s important to have the 
ability to manage people and

coin'd on pg. 9

CFS-0 Chairperson Hel
ena Mitchell made the char
ge in response to a letter 
which appeared on P.C. 
stationery, and which criti
cised CFS-0 as a "corrupt 
and ineffective” organisa
tion that “care(s) more 
about destroying the Onta
rio Government than about 
true student concerns.”

U of T students will decide 
by referendum on March 16 
and 17 whether or not to 
become members of CFS-0 
and its parent body, the 
Canadian Federation of 
Students. The referendum is 
taking place at the same time 
as elections for the U of T 
student government, SAC.

The letter, addressed to 
"Fellow Campus Conserva
tives", is signed by Tony 
Clement, a U of T student 
governor and leading pro
ponent of the “No” side in

Role of degree

Each member of the panel 
recounted their career his
tory and described what they 
felt were important consid
erations for economics stu
dents.

Norma Michael, Vice- 
President in Business Devel
opment and Planning for the 
Canadian Development 
Corporation, spoke of the 
role of an economics degree. 
“Economics is similar to a 
training in Latin in that it 
gives you a great under
standing of your environ
ment." She added, “Careers 
that build on economics are 
more interesting than the 
pure economics professions 
which are more limited.”

STAC is an organized 
group of 15 students with a 
common platform who are 
running for SAC positions. 
Clement said he considered 
STAC left-wing and radical.

STAC has endorsed the 
CFS and, according to the 
Varsity, its platform inclu
des support of women’s 
issues, a campus centre, 
opposition to university and 
government policies that 
discriminate against inter
national students, the im
position of a SAC housing 
committee, and a revision of 
U of T’s tenure policy 
whereby professors would 
be judged by teaching ability 
as well as publications.



AUDIO LIBRARY VOLUNTEERS work on a one-to-one basis with GUARDIAN ANGELS (CERLAC). York University will be
r •" 5Uaru'an rAngels wil1 be speaking holding a lecture on Friday March 18

, located at St. George s March 16 from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at from 12:00 noon to 2.00 p m in
United Church on Duplex Avenue Upper Brennan Hall, St. Michael's Room 320 (Art Gallery) Béthune
from 09Pmml iTsitereTJm65 Admission is free. Address College. The speaker will be Dr.

11 1 T ,s 81 St. Mary's Street. All Federico Allodi, Head of the
and women should contact Welcome. ' Transcultural Psychiatry Unit
Centennial Nursery School, 487- / n 1 f . umt'
4020. or Mrs. Cathy MacDonald. TORTURE IN LATIN AMERICA UniïersiU of TomLn ^h ' V ^'
489-7348, and arrangements will be The Centre for Research on Latin will be Torture in LatJ America
made for a visit to the school. America and the Caribbean arm America.

I

The Audio Library is now looking for 
volunteers to read for one hour a 
week. For further information call 
Audio Library Satellite York at 667- 
3470.c?

VOLUNTEERS WANTED
Centennial Nursery School requires 
volunteers from April to June to

cont'd on pg. 20
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Food Ombudspersons retained 
and students keep their jobs
ADAM BRYANT be held by a volunteer. “The
The University Food and salary is important, because 
Beverage Service Commit
tee, in a meeting on March 7 professional, he is kept 
decided to make the accountable for his actions." 
positions of Food Ombuds
person permanent, 
service introduced last fall

services, has travelled to 
other universities this year. 
“The Scrip idea here at 
York,” he said, “is great, 
because it is flexible and 
caters to the individual. 
With this system, the small 
eaters aren’t subsidizing the 
big eaters, which is the case 
at most universities.”

Gershkovitch said his job 
requires 15-20 hours a week. 
His time is divided between 
meetings, phone calls and 
regular office hours. “I get 
about 15-20 calls a week. 
The most common calls are 
complaints about prices and 
food quality. People also 
phone in with suggestions, 
and the occasional personal 
problem like allergies.”

The service is a valuable 
one, said Gershkovitch. 
“I’m the most direct and 
visible link between the 
students and their food 
caterers. I meet every two 
weeks with the food 
supervisors, who are very 
responsive. I’m very 
accessible, at both my office 
(Monday 2-3:30, Wed. 1:30- 
3:00 at Vanier 202B) and at 
my number. 661-3132, 
where I will guarantee an 
answer if called between 9 
a.m. and 9 p.m.”

“He has done a really good 
job for us this year," 
commented Grandies.

if the Ombudsperson is a

tiThe Ombudsperson’s 
The salary is paid out of the 

Director of Ancillary 
on a one-year trial basis, was Services’ budget. “The 
deemed a success by the position is divorced from the 
committee, which has food service department to 
rehired present Ombudsper- ensure impartiality,” said 
sons Eli Gershkovitch and Grandies. “We do not want 
Chris Lambert for jobs next the Ombudsperson to be an 
year at the York and apoligist for the caterers and 
Glendon campuses respect- the administration.” 
ively.

Gershkovitch, a second 
year political science 
student, says his position 
exists to “act as a liason 
between students, food 
caterers and administration, specials. For next year, he 
and to answer to students’ plans to “keep cross the 
problems and needs.” The board price increases under 
office is based on a similar five per cent, initiate more 
service at the University of 
Guelph.

Norman Grandies,
Manager of Housing and 
Food Services and secretary student needs.” He added, 
of the UFBSC, explains that “As this position is new, I 
Gershkovitch was the only 
applicant who responded to blazing to set down standard 
the advertisements posted at operating procedures for the 
the beginning of the year, job.”
“He was known to me as he

1
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To date, Gershkovitch has 
convinced the caterers to 
install $6,000-$8,000 worth 
of microwave ovens in the 
cafeterias for student use 
and has initiated the meal
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night”, and basically ensure 
that the university and 
caterers react more to
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International entertainer. Uhuva. performed during “Israel Week”.
have to do a lot of trail

Israel Week celebrates culture
BARB BENCH
The Israel Action Commit
tee which includes the 
Jewish Student Federation 
presented ‘Israel Week’ at

York’s Central Square from 
March 14 to 17.

On Monday, a Jerusalem 
Cafe was set up in the Ross 
Bearpit, and there

The food service here at 
had spent a great deal of York is “standard quality for 
time in my office last year, 
showing a lot of personal 
initiative and interest in the 
food service.”

musical entertainment 
accompanied by belly 
dancing. Pita sandwiches, 
salads, coffees and Israeli 
delicacies were served.

Tuesday was dedicated to 
“science and technology.” 
Video presentation from the 
Weizman Institute and 
several Israeli banks, 
including Bank Leumi and 
Bank Hapoalim, provided 
York students and visitors 
with information on Israel’s 
currency system and 
economy as well as 
advertising the services of 
the Toronto-based banks.

The highlight of the week 
was Tuesday night’s ‘An 
Evening in Jerusalem’, 
which featured singing, belly 
dancing and a small cafe in 
the Bearpit. There also was a 
fashion show of beach and 
lounge wear. For 40 minutes 
a cheering audience of nearly 
200 people packed the west 
corridor to view colourful 
bathing suits, caftans, suede 
and leather skirts.

An Israeli market or 
‘shuk’ was set up Tuesday 
night and Wednesday 
afternoon. Flowers, paint
ings jewellery vases York 
sweatshirts in Hebrew, and 
assorted foodstuffs were 
sold.

most institutions” accord
ing to Gershkovitch, who, as 
part of his research into food was

When asked how he hopes 
to benefit from the job, 
Gershkovitch replied, “It's 
not so much what you gain, 
it’s what you give. This job is 
one way of getting 
involved.”

For his services, 
Gershkovitch receives a 
cash refund for the $950 in 
scrip that resident students 
are required to buy. 
Commenting on the 
adequacy of the salary, he 
would only say “I did agree 
to the contract.”

Gershkovitch does not 
believe the position should

Executive body convened

Committee takes final look at Food Report
CAROL BRUNT
The University Food and 
Beverage Services Commi
ttee along with York and 
Glendon’s Food Service 
Ombudspersons met 
March 7th to conclude

and submitted last March to 
the Student Relations Com
mittee of York’s Board of 
Governors and to the 
UFBSC. The committee’s 
mandate was “to examine 
possible modifications to 

voting on recommendations the resident meal plan” and 
made in the Report on 
University Food Services.

The report was prepared 
by a UFBSC sub-committee fall term, UFBSC has passed

six of the proposals, 
including the retention of 
the multicatering system 
and UFBSC acquiring “a 
more active role in 
establishing food services 
policy”.

Monday’s meeting was 
hampered by the comm
ittee’s inability to reach 
quorum. So it was decided 
that the three voting 
members present - Chris 
Summerhayes, Chairman 
UFBSC and Chairman 
Complex 1 User’s Comm
ittee; Judi Menger, 
Representative Masters 
Residence Council; and 
Norman Grandies, Manager 
of Housing and Food 
Services and Secretary 
UFBSC 
executive committee to 
discuss matters before the 
committee. Eli Gershko
vitch and Chris Lambert, 
York and Glendon Food 
Service Ombudsperson 
respectively were invited to 
be voting members in the 
newly formed committee.

Of the remaining 
proposals to be dealt with. 
No. 16 recommended that 
should there by any savings 
available by limited the 
number of cafeteria entrees, 
the saving could be passed 
on to students, then this 
policy should be adopted. 
According to Menger, the 
Masters Residence Comm
ittee would like to see the 
present choice of three or 
four entrees retained.

Grandies said that the 
caterers are “looking for 
variety not monotony” and 
they are not in favour of the 
reduction. He argued that 
the University would not 
gain anything by the move, 
and personally wants the 
caterers to expand their 
thinking and save money by 
means other than the 
reduction of entrees.

Summerhayes stated that 
there would possibly be a 
four percent cut in prices if 
there was limited choice but 
this was not substantial 
enough to warrant the 
reduction, and the proposal 
was subsequently rejected by 
a unanimous vote.

Recommendations 2, 9, 
13, 14, which collectively 
form a set meal plan for 
first-year students were also 
rejected unanimously. “If it 
(York University) was 
structurally and geographi
cally different it (the meal 
plan) would be possible to 
implement,” but deemed it 
patronizing to first-year 
students.

According to Gershko
vitch, the meal plan has a 
number of disadvantages for 
the students and the 
colleges. The problems arise 
because with a set meal plan 
a missed meal cannot be 
redeemed and it is 
impossible to sell portions of 
a meal plan (possible with 
scrip).

Scrip would be retained 
for the use of second, third, 
and fourth year students 
would be manditory for 
first-year students to 
purchase the meal plan. This 
would invite divisions 
between students because 
spearate dining halls would 
be necessary for security 
reasons. Lambert harshly 
criticized the proposal 
calling it a “decadent” idea.

The possibility of scrip 
redemption at the pubs as 
outlined in recommenda
tions 12 and 17 was 
unanimously rejected. Due 
to the absence of the 
Glendon representative, no 
report was available and the 
Chairman could only 
assume that there was no 
recommendation. It had 
already been deemed 
impossible at York Main.

17 changes to Food Services 
at York.

Since the beginning of the

Canadian Federation of Students 
sponsors March protest rally

part of a campaign calling 
for jobs, greater accessibility 
to higher learning and an 
end to what the organisation 
calls “the erosion of 
Ontario’s post-secondary

The Canadian Federation of 
Students will be holding a 
mass student demonstration 
at Queen’s Park on 
Wednesday March 23.

The demonstration will be

system.”
The Council of York 

Student Federation is a 
member of CFS-O, which 
lobbies on behalf of 230,000 
students from 34 
secondary institutions.

At the CFS-0 Winter 
Conference, the Final 
Plenary Session adopted a 
report that criticised the 
fiscal strategies of the 
federal and provincial 
governments. Wage cont
rols, high interest rates, 
social service cuts and 
private sector tax conces
sions were all said to have 
failed miserably.

According to CFS-0 
Chairperson Helena Mit
chell, “since provincial 
general expenditures have 
risen at a much faster rate 
than post-secondary 
expenditures, the govern
ment’s contention that the 
pie is limited is false. Post
secondary underfunding for 
the past five years is over 
$350 million. Clearly, this 
has been a political choice, 
not an objective need.

For information about 
buses to Ryerson, where the 
march to Queen’s Park will 
begin, contact CYSF at 667- 
2515.

would form an

post-

llpcominfl student referendum Today, the bathing suit 
fashion show with Gottex 
fashions, Gideon Oberzon 
and Beged-Or can be seen in 
the Central Square and 
Israeli cosmetics will be 
available for sale. The 
fashion show will begin at 
12:30 in the west corridor, 
near the Scott Library. 
Information on Israel’s 
tourist industry will also be 
available.

Cybelle Srour, of the JSF 
said ‘Israel Week’ is a non
political event. “It is meant 
to show people the culture, 
not the politics.”

CYSF approves questions
JOHN P. SCHMIED
At a meeting of the Council of the York Student Federation 
(CYSF) last night members passed motions allowing two 
referendum questions to appear on this year’s election 
ballots, despite having defeated the same motions last week.

After a discussion of an hour and a half, council members 
voted to approve a question asking York students to 
contribute $4.50 of their student fees toward the creation of 
of an Ombudsperson's office which would require 
approximately $50,000 a year 
Ombudsperson’s salary, $20,000 to run the office. If passed 
by the student electorate this year, the office would not come 
into operation until the fall of ‘84.

Council members also continued discussion on the Radio 
York referendum. A discussion of the issue at the last council 
meeting ended when McLaughlin representative Randy 
Dobson walked out in disgust, forcing the loss of quorum. 
Yesterday, a further hour of discussion was required 
allowing Radio York to ask the student body to allocate one 
dollar a year in student fees for the next two years to ‘fund 
and improve the University radio station’.

The three similar referendum proposals which were turned 
down by council two weeks ago involved the founding of a 
campus Multi-Cultural Society, and funding for the 
Excalibur and Vandoo newspapers.

$30,000 for the

NEWS FLASH
Late last night CYSF voted 
to allow a referendum in 
which York students will 
be asked to contribute $1 
from their activity fee to
ward the operation of Ex
calibur next year.
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^flCALIBUR CYSF hopes race will promote 
'friendly rivalry' with U of TPAULA TODD MICHAEL MONASTTRSKYJ

EDITORS
DAVID CHILTON

On Saturday, March 26, teams from 
York and the U of T will compete in 
wheelchair racing, tandem bike

around Fraser Drive on York with music by 'he Boys Brigade will 
campus. take place at as yet unnamed

Next, both teams will race on location. The dance was to have 
... ... - . tandem bikes from York’s St. taken place at B.J. Cuddles, but the

riding, and six legged running as part Lawrence Boulevard to the U of T club was never booked. The cost of
° ® hrst annual Gr“d6e Race. campus, pausing long enough for transportation to the U of T campus

I he winner of the competition, each team to eat a meal, dress their from York and the return from the
w ich organizer Chapman hopes relay partners in longjohns and drink dance, as well as admission to the
wi promote a friendly rivalry beer. Molson’s and radio station dance will be $2.00.^ 
etween the city s two universities, Q107 are sponsoring the event. Next year race organizers hope to
ILThVh May0rS 7:°^V-----------------------------------------------------arrange the Grudge Race challenge
donated by Mel Lastman and Art Eg- Six-legged race t0 coincide "ith a York-U of T
gleton, the mayors of North York ____________ IM>,B__________ footbal game.
and Toronto. York’s team will be 
composed of representatives of the 
five CYSF-affiliated colleges.

Entertainment Editor 
Photo Editor 
Sports Editor 
Film Editor 
Music Editor 
Assistant Photo Editor 
Faculty Focus Editor

W. Hurst 
Mario Scattoloni 
Mark Zwolinski 
Marshall Golden 
Stereo Hacker 
Debbie Kirkwood 
David Spiro
Lenick Starr 
Elisabeth Santla 
Alan Schacht 
John Motion

Production Consultant 
Production Assistants

Graphic Artist
The third and final leg of the race 

will take place, at Elysian Fields, on 
the U of T campus itself. Under the 
keen gaze of the mayors, who will 
present the trophies, each team will 

tl j ..... . . , , run 3 six-legged race which will end
The day will begin with a pub-style at Kings College Circle 

get-together at 1:30 in Winters This “challenge at their own game 
Dming Hall. At 2:30, the competi- of stupidity” as organizer Chapman 
tion will begin with a wheelchair race puts it, doesn’t end there. A dance

Bonn! of Publication Paula Beard Chairperson
It’s late. It’s late. And I’ve just seen a hare in a waistcoat flash by 
with my watch so we have to dash. Thanks to everyone who helped 
this week. All this volunteer work is bound to pay off in 
exhaustion and mental deterioration. Sorry to hear that David’s 
cutting back on us...maybe he won't! Roman gets no apology for 
the death of a....but we do appreciate the early morning 
assistance. Sorry there was no room for little rhymes this week; I 

Gumby on the weekend. Ricarda, we hope the news is good 
t week. And keep the sun coming it melts the cement blocks in 

Ross. Our vacant minds sit idle on the...beam us up Scottie.
Excaltbur is published every Thursday by ExcaUbur Publications. Inc. 
with the help of volunteers from the York community. Our offices are 
located in Room 111 Central Square. Ross Building, York Universitu 
4700 Keele St, Downview. Ont M3J 1P3. Editorial Office: 667-3201 
Advertising &. Typesetting: 667-3800.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS*- ____________ â
As a gay activist and the father of 

three children, I wish personally to 
take exception to the parentheses 
the writers attach to ‘gay parents': 
“(we wonder how they manage it)”. 
The question does not of course need 
to be answered, nor was it meant to 
be; it is a tiny point, but it 
constitutes a real give-away as to the 
position the letter is coming from. 
What one diagnoses here is the 
arrogance and complacency still 
typical of many heterosexual males 
in our culture: qualities that not 
merely associate with bigotry and 
ignorance, but depend on them for 
continuance.

It is scarcely coincidence that the 
same sentence also refers 
contemptuously, in immediate 
juxtaposition, to ‘deprived’ fem
inists: heterosexism invariably 
consorts with straight-forward, old- 
fashioned sexism. Why ‘deprived’ by 
the way? If ‘feminists’ (one might 
say women generally) are ‘deprived’, 
it is men like van Velzen and Martin 
who are continuing to deprive them.

The letter does not need 
answering in detail: it undermines 
itself through its tone of smart-ass 
smugness and confident hetero
sexual-male superiority. It comes as 
no surprise that these gentlemen 
from Political Science appear to see a 
(the?) major function of a university 
education as the placing of graduates 
in ‘positions within business'- 
where of course any tendency to 
question establishment values 
would be decidedly inconvenient.

As for Anthony Flew (in the 
accompanying letter), if he is going 
to describe the present government 
of the Soviet Union as ‘Marxist- 
Leninist’, he might at least 
acknowledge that it is a form of 
Marxist-Leninism that neither Marx 
nor Lenin would have countenanced.

I trust Excalibur will continue to 
encourage progressive thought and 
ideas, enlisting itself on the side of 
enlightenment and against 
oppression.

Did someone say 'censorship'?
In reply to those right-wingers who threat. Missiles were stationed in 
are critical of the purported left- 
wing bias of this paper (van Velzen,
Martin; Excalibur, March 3, 1983): are losing badly in AFghanistan-do 
if the student press in this country you think they could sustain an 
were to cease to be a source of invasion of North America? (3) The
dissent, it would become a Soviet bloc is surrounded by
mouthpiece of the ruling class as is enemies: Western Europe to the 
the case in the Soviet Union. Are you west, China and Alaska to the east, 
proposing censorship? Canada to the north, and a motley

Some notes as to why the left (and array of Islamic republics and U.S. 
large segments of the centre and allies to the south. The U.S. is 
right) directs its anti-nuclear protest buffered on all sides: two oceans, 
against the U.S. and not the Canada and Latin America. Both 
U.S.S.R.: (1) We are not citizens ot China and the U.S. are engaged in 
the Soviet polity and cannot hope to massive arms build-up programmes, 
influence its policies, except Thus, the Soviet defence budget 
indirectly by lobbying Western must be at least triple the American
governments. (2) The U.S developed just to keep up. (4) Capitalist
the bomb first and remains the only economies prosper in wartime. On
nation that has used it. The Soviets, the other hand, in a command
on the other hand, built up their economy like that of the U.S.S.R.

. armaments in response to the any increase in armaments (heavy
German and then the American industry) entails a substraction from

consumer goods production (light 
industry). By forcing the Soviets to * 
keep up with us in the arms race, we 
are denying Soviet consumers the 
kind of material prosperity that is a 
prerequisite for democratization. (5) 
Religious lunacy in Washington. 
Reagan, with spiritual advisors like 
Jerry Falwell, accepts" the literal 
reading of Christian eschatology 
which foresees the total destruction 
of the world in a holocaust of fire. 
These fundamentalists believe that 
Christian spirits will then be 
reunited in a Kingdom of God. The 
Soviets are atheists and believe that, 
when someone dies; he/she dies and 
that’s that; the proletarian paradise 
is not built with bombs. Given these 
eschatological differences, which 
side do you think is more likely to 
drop the bomb first? Some thoughts 
or Solidarnosc: (1) The non-C.P.- 
aligned left everywhere supports it. 
(2) The martial law regime 
legitimates itself on the basis of the 
existing economic chaos in Poland. 
Boycotting trade with Poland feeds 
repression-providing economic 
support is the only sane strategy at 
the present time.

Cuba only after the failed American 
invasion of the island. The Soviets Robin Wood, 

Fine Arts, 
Atkinson College

Psych student 
praises Prof 
Chris Holmes
On the issue of Chris Holmes’ 
tenure, I feel compelled to express 
my opinion. I’m a third year Psych, 
major, and have experienced lectures 
by approximately 10 members of the 
Psych, faculty. The vast majority of 
these are relatively similar, i.e. dry 
lecturing, interaction with the 
students, and diverse media are all 
utilized in varying degress. Some 
professors, however, (and I will 
withold names to avoid embarâssing 
them) seem content to spend most of 
the time lecturing and show little 
interest in how much of the material 
is actually being understood, and in 
how much thought is being 
provoked by the ideas. The point is, 
that Chris Holmes does not number 
among the latter. If only because he 
possesses such strong beliefs, he 
does lecture with conviction, and is 
highly motivated to promote 
understanding and questioning. The 
only conclusion that I can come up 
with is that politics are involved; and 
if York’s primary consideration is 
sincerely its students, it would be 
well-advised to reconsider.

York profs continue dispute
I am sorry that, in response to my true that Soviet expansionism was 
letter in Excalibur, Professor exactly matched by a similar
Simmons devoted most of his space expansionist drive from the U S A
not to that letter but to another. Not Third, and finally, I recommend to
having a copy of the earlier effort Professor Simmons and to all other
with me in Canada. I cannot now who like me recognize that Com-
either confirm or disconfirm my munists can sometimes be right,,
strong impression that he does not attention to what Beijing now has to
in fact address himself to what I say about “the hegemonism of the
actually said even there. But what I new Tsars”, not only in Afghanistan
can see and show is that he does not and Poland but in many other places 
engage at all closely with what I said 
in Excalibur.

Zenon Kulchyckyj

Wood diagnoses 
arrogance

too. I would like to comment on the 
general tone of, and one or two 
particular observations in, the letter 
from Robert van Velzen and Dean 
Martin in your March 3rd issue.

Antony Flew 
ProfessorMy letter here concluded with a 

question: “Why, if not in the 
interests of Soviet world dominion, P-S. Since our Philosophy secretaries 
does any proposed disarmament a^ queried it, perhaps I should say
have to be always strictly one- ^*at BEIJING is the new official
sided?” Professor Simmons begins spelling of PEKING, the spelling 
by mentioning "your throwaway now used by all major Western 
remark about Soviet world newspapers, 
domination”, but understandably 
prefers not to quote the sentence in 
which these words occurred. He then 
goes on a bit about the average IQ of 
York students and faculty. (What 
has that got to do with it?) He 
concludes by saying “that if you 
start throwing around terms like.
Soviet ‘world dominion’ I can always 
come back with ‘American 
Imperialism.’.."

Now, first, this is not sort of

Randy Tischler
mmWmmm ÜÜMmM

WINTERS COLLEGE POETRYson’s Dept, of Sociology will speak 
on “Violent Imagery in Adverti
sing”. Sharing the program with 
Prof. Posner will be Helen Fontaine, 
President of Women Against Media 
Pornography.

M. Michael Schiff, Bruce Hunter and 
another poet will be reading in the 
Winters College Senior Common 
Room. Tuesday, March 22, at 5:00 
p.m. All are welcome. Free. Schiff is 
the recent winner of “the 
promising playwright Mavor Moore 
Award”, and is poetry editor of 
Existerc magazine.

'Women's needs 
are endless'
I agree with Karen King’s comment 
on the prank at Central Square in 
Excalibur Vol. 17 No. 22. The needs 
of women are endless, and as the 
Director of Women’s Affairs, Judith 
Santos should concentrate

THE ERA OF REFUGEES most

The Refugee Documentation Project 
and The Graduate Program in 
History present “The Era of Refu- 

on Violence and Conflict Resolution gees: The Emergence of a Concept in
is presenting a Luncheon Speaker the Modern Era” by U of T Prof,

women s issues and ignore the silly Series on Tuesdays throughout Michael Marrus on Wed. March 23
pranks then we can all benefit from March and April, from Noon until at 4:00 p.m. in Room 302, Admin
the vote of confidence we bestowed 1:30 p.m. in The Gallery. Room 320 Studies. York University. Marrus is
upon her Bethune College. On Tues., March co-author of Vichy France and the

22, Prof. Judith Posner of Atkin- Jews.

LUNCHEON SPEAKER SERIES
The La Marsh Research Programme

PIXOTE
more on This Sunday Night at Bethune: 

Pixote, directed by Hector Babenco. 
dealing with Brazil and the plight of 
delinquent orphans. Iaon Davies will 
talk about Brazilian cinema. 8 p.m. 
in the Bethune College J.C.R.

answer to my question. Second, like 
everybody else, I am well aware that 
anybody can say anything; always 
providing they do not much care 
whether what they say is either true 
or relevant. But my question would 
lose none of its force even if it were

Ellen Andrulat
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Congratulations 
Ford Mustang winners i 
the Long Distance

4r-
1

■

¥ MPMN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER 

1 ~ OF CANADA LTD

The test preparation 
specialist since 1938

HELLO AGAIN
^■Sweepstakes

We wish them 
many years of 
enjoyable driving.
And thanks to the 
thousands of other 
students who participated.
Be sure to enter again next September. 
The winner could be you! Meanwhile, 
good luck in your exams and keep on 
saying Hello Again by Long Distance!

COME
VISIT
OUR

CENTRE Long Distance
TransCanada Telephone System

Call Days, Eves. & Weekends
967-4733

720 Spadina Ave. Suite 410 
Toronto, Ont. M5S 2T9 
Other Centers in More Than 

100 Major U.S Cities 1 Abroad
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Writer says he's not Nazi tional Socialists.
To the best of my knowledge 

Historical Revisionist literature isn’t Brooklyn. New York 11202 
pro-Nazi or anti-Semitic. But don’t 
take my word for it. If one wishes to

The Revisionist Press 
G.P.O. Box 2009

disagrees. They claim that the 
revisionists are a threat to “histori
cal truth”. This is nonsense. Unless 

The conviction that revisionism is t*ie revisionists are restricting their
, , Naziism is just media hype. Even freedom to express the extermina-

get the facts they can write to the though I myself no longer believe tion thesis, historical truth isn’t in
o owing historical revisionist that Hitler’s policy of anti-Semitic danger of being suppressed. In fact,

organizations for literature: genocide was a historical fabrica- the opposite is true. For example, the
tion. it is my firm belief, vis-a-vis the arrest and trial of Professor Robert
principles of democracy, that the Faurisson of the University of Lyon- .

2, France, on the ridiculous charge 
of “falsifying historical truth” due 
to his revisionist dissertation on the 
Holocaust.

I wish to respond to the accusations 
brought forth against me by certain 
individuals, on campus, who have 
been spreading rumours that I am a 
Nazi, due to my former adherence to 
the Historical Revisionist movement 
(a school of historical thought

whose academics have expounded 
controversial theories concerning 
the Holocaust). I just wish to state, 
for the record, that I am not now, or 
ever have been, or ever will be a Nazi. 
This idle gossip has earned me 
excommunication from the Interna-

The Institute for Historical Review
P.O. Box 1306
Torrance, California 90505 revisionists should be granted the 

same amount of freedom in publish
ing and distributing their perspec
tives, as those who affirm and argue 
the Holocaust thesis. The latterCYSF officer denies conflict of interest Mark Stephen Christensen

The incredibly far-sighted individual 
who first coined the expression, 
“Rank hath priviledge” (sic) would, 
if he Ahe were to experience this 
year’s Excalibur, likely be doing 
acrobatics in his/her grave. The crap 
you’ve been perpetrating, especially 
in light of the fact that you are 
supposed to be a campus newspaper, 
has gone far enough. It’s time to cut 
short a few myths.

The specific piece of tripe to which 
I make reference is John Schmied’s 
piece (to call it “an article” would be 
a travesty) in your edition of

February 24 “Article raises question 
of conflict of interest”. Mr. Schmied 
makes certain allegations which, 
apart from being based on erro
neously logical assumptions, are 
completely un provable because they 
are untrue. If he and/or Excalibur’s 
editorial board have one iota of proof 
that their charges are true (a 
positively ridiculous claim, to be 
certain), then I challenge them to 
come forward with it. If they cannot 
substantiate their comments - which 
I am convinces is the case - then it’s 
time they put an end to their half-

York cafeteria is "filthy"
The extent to which you have c.. , KI „ , ,

taken advantage of the priviledged hdltors Note: The following is a
(sic) position in which you find Jtte/ sen^ t0 the Manager of the
yourself - as York’s only campus ;ork cafeteria. A copy was
newspaper - at times straddles the tor warded by the writer to
wrong side of the fine line between 
bad taste and obscenity. York 
students deserve better. You have 
failed us.

baked insinuations and insipidly 
vindictive garbage.

major education facilities.
One person working for the 

upkeep of the cafeteria would make a 
big difference.

Surely inflation has not reduced 
us to the level of eating in a pig-sty.

It’s Monday, the beginning of the 
week and already the floors show 
months of accumulated dirt.

I wonder what an official from the 
public health board would say if they 
had to visit this so-called dining area.

Helene Pouliot

Excalibur.
I’ve been 
cafeterias:
Laurentian, Waterloo. Kitchener, 
Windsor, and I’ve never seen such an 
unclean nor unkept cafeteria. It 
really is FILTHY.

What a shame for one of our

to many university 
Brock, Toronto,

Larry Till
Chief Returning Officer (CYSF) 

and Managing Editor (Vandoo)

A reputation built by word of mouth
Chico’s
PIZZA

ITALIAN RESTAURANT

2S30 Finch Ave. W. Flnchdale Plaza

749-3112
Special
Prices
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tFor York University Students Res. Only

Rill licenced under LL.B.O.

parties included

Free Delivery over $5.00
10% OFF for students if 

they dine on our premises

KEN R. McKEOWN i\ ™Chartered Accountant
Accounting-Income Tax- 
Auditing-Financial Proposals & 
Advice-Estates-Budgeting 

Assistance Ilili*
325 Richmond Street 

Richmond Hill, Ontario
884-9697

, J^ Jr .j k

LET US PREPARE YOU 
FOR THE JUNE 20 

LSAT
OR THE JUNE 18

GMAT
Each course consists of 20 hours of instruction 

for only $140.
‘ Courses are tax deductible 
Extensive home study materials 
Your course may be repeated at no additional 

charge

Classes for the June 20 
LSAT, June 3-5 and for the 
June 18 GMAT, June 10- Seagram s VO.12.
To register call or write: 
GMAT§LSAT 
Preparation Courses 
P.O. Box 597, Station A 
Toronto, Ont. M5W 1G7 
(416) 665-3377

Canada’s most respected 8 year old whisky.
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American scholar and editor 
initiates debate at conference

zation. Comparing intellectual 
habits to physical ones, Adler 
proposed a programme of “coach
ing” where the linguistic, mathema
tical and perceptual skills that make 
up thinking are developed and 
strengthened by much supervised 
practice. Second and most impor
tant, pupils would undergo “the -5 
enlargement of the understanding of -| 
basic ideas and values" by means of S 
the Socratic method, where the Jj 
teacher becomes “the questioner, 0 
not the teller.” This kind of learning, j; 
said Adler, “is almost totally absent 2 
in U.S. schools.”

Adler described the goal of The o 
Paideia Proposal as three-fold: to o. 
prepare an individual for “the duties 
of citizenship, the demands of work.

With the help of preschool and 
remedial tutelage for those in need, 
all children would complete the same 
high-quality curriculum, thus ensur
ing a common cultural language and 
shared experience.

SHEREE-LEE OLSON
At age 81, Dr. Mortimer J. Adler, 
fiery autodidact and "philosopher at 
large”, was a good bet for the most 
controversial speaker at York's 
current conference on the future of 
university education. That is certain
ly what York President Ian Macdon
ald and Master Maurice Elliott had in 
mind when they chose him for the 
opening presentation on Tuesday 
night.

Speaking “prescriptively rather 
than predictively”, Adler summar
ized, for an audience of mostly York 
faculty, his recent book. The Paideia 
Proposal, before going on to outline 
its consequences for university 
education.

,
■L

I
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m President H. Ian Macdonald spoke with members of the 
conference audience over wine and cheese Tuesday night.

Radical reversal No community democracy seriously.” he said. 
“There are always going to be 
failures but you’ve got to aim for a 
hundred per cent."

Adler’s application of The Paideia 
Proposal to university education 
was less extreme. “There is no 
intellectual community in our 
universities at all,” he said. “The 
elective system has ruined it 
completely. But we can’t abandon 
it.” Instead, he offered a single 
measure to “overcome the barbar
ism of specialization”. He would add 
one required minor for all students, 
to be taken during all four years. 
Constituting a “common core of 
learning”, it would involve participa
tion by the entire faculty and remedy 
the present situation where “not a 
single undergraduate or graduate 
class has all read a book in 
common.” Without any common

intellectual experience, students fall 
into small talk.

After 37 books and 60 year of 
thinking about learning, Adler can 
sound brusque when he disagrees. 
Asked how part-time adult students 
would fit in his core course he said, 
“I do not think adults should get 
degrees. Degrees are for children. 
Schooling should be over in youth. 
Adults should have adult learning.” 
This makes sense in light of his 
repeated statements that “no one is 
ever educated in school. Youth is an 
insuperable obstacle to education. 
Education takes a lifetime.

But Adler’s democratic future can 
never be achieved in a world at war. 
“We cannot produce both the 
instruments of destruction and the 
goods of civilization.” This remark, 
like the talk as a whole, drew warm 
and sustained applause.

;
“Paideia” is the Greek root for the 

word “encyclopedia", and signifies 
knowledge in the general rather than 
the specialized sense. Adler pro- 
prosed a radical “reversal" of 
elementary and secondary schooling 
whereby all electives except for the 
choice of a second language would be 
eliminated in favour of a standar
dized compulsory curriculum that is 
“humanistic" or general, rather 
than “vocational" or specialized.

Far from simply a return to basics, 
said Adler, Paideia would make a 
truly democratic school system 
possbile for the first time. Said 
Adler, “We are fomenting a revolu
tion.”

and the obligation to make the most 
of his or her self.” The first 12 years 
of basic schooling is the place to do 
this because only young people have 
the time and patience required. “Age 
18 to 22 is too near the firing line- 

Cailing it schooling rather than by then one feels compelled to 
education Adler said The Paideia specialize.” Furthermore, because of 
Proposal would prepare children for the speed of technological change, 
post-secondary education and life
long adult learning by teaching them 
to think. This could be achieved, he 
claimed, by instituing two new 
teaching methods in addition to the 
basic, but least important process of 
didactic lecturing that goes on now.
Lecturing provides basic subject 
matter but merely requires memori-

m
Macdonald

“particularized teaching in schools 
is a waste of time.”

Admittedly, said Adler, children 
come to schools with different 
intellectual capacities. But he was 
adamant that “if each is filled to 
capacity with the same type of 
substancethey are qualitatively 
equal. “My colleagues and I take

Criteria for membership in Jewish community explored

Social circumstance dictate law E®

BRYAN HENRY
“The rise of Christianity was due 
entirely to the fact that men were 
admitted to this Jewish sect without 
circumcision.” Thus, David Daube, 
Emeritus Professor of Law, Univer
sity of California (Berkeley), began a 
provocative, informative and witty 
lecture on “Conversion and Jewish 
Identity”.

Daube explained that at the time 
of the early Christian Church, 
Judaism “exercised an enormous 
attraction” and had thousands of 
converts. But because male converts 
had to be circumcised-an operation 
then performed without the benefit 
of anaesthetics and with primitive 
instruments-almost all the converts

that a woman had to document her 
willingness to join the Jewish 
community by being baptized. 
Through baptism, the convert 
becomes a party to the Sinai tic 
covenant and subject to Jewish law.

Daube said that baptism soon 
became a requirement for male, as 
well as for female converts.

He pointed out that the introduc
tion of baptism meant that women 
could convert on their own, and that 
to be Jewish, a child’s parents both 
had to be Jewish. Also, baptism 
meant that agreement with Jewish 
ideals became a criterion for 
conversion.

Through baptism a convert was 
believed to become, literally, a new 
person with the result that his or her 
family relations no longer existed. 
Thus, in Jewish law, and in the early 
Church, if you were re-born, 
religious incest laws were not 
applicable.

The rabbis ruled that in order to 
avoid bringing ill repute upon the 
community, Jewish converts were 
obliged to follow the incest prohibi
tions of the surrounding non-Jewish 
community. Daube said that the 
Church fathers made a similar 
ruling.

Daube speculated that if lax incest 
laws spread from Sweden (where 
half brothers and sisters are now 
allowed to marry), that ’incestuous’ 
marriages between Jewish converts 
could occur.

Daube explained that the present 
rule whereby a child is Jewish only if 
his mother is Jewish came about as a 
result of Roman terror exercised 
against the Jews in the second 
century of the common era.

Roman soldiers raped many 
Jewish women and, consequently, 
there were many children born who 
had a Jewish mother and a non- 
Jewish father. For both humanitar
ian and political reasons, the new 
rule that only a mother need be 
Jewish was introduced. But it took 
over 300 years or more for the rule to 
achieve universal acceptance. In the 
interim, the status of many Jews was

in doubt. By some, a Jew with a 
pagan father was considered a 
second class Jew. by others he was 
considered fully Jewish, while still 
others did not consider him a Jew at 
all.

During the question period 
following the lecture, it was suggest
ed that a similar situation exists 
today in that someone converted by 
either a Conservative or a Reform 
rabbi is not considered a Jew by 
Orthodoxy. The problem will be 
further complicate! if the Reform 
Movement begins to recognise as 
Jews those who have only a Jewish 

• father. These Jews will not be 
recognised by either the Conserva
tives or the Orthodox.
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FACULTY FOCUS:Laws may change againNo circumcision

Prof directs translationsDaube said that in ancient times 
rabbis often counselled Jews with 
doubtful status to simply move to a 
community where they were not 
known. But he said, “Today we are 
followed around by credit cards and 
this is not so easy.”

Daube suggested that many 
problems arising from Jewish law 
could be solved by exercicing “the 
wisdom of not asking too many 
questions.”

Daube also noted that, just as in 
the past Jewish law has changed in 
response to changing circumstances, 
so now, with the establishment of 
Israel, Jewish law could change 
again.

The law requiring, that to be 
Jewish by birth, a child’s mother 
must be Jewish, resulted from 
assimilation becoming a threat to 
the Jewish community. But, since 
the majority culture in Israel is 
Jewish, assimilation is not a threat. 
Thus, said Daube if Israel ever gains 
a measure of security for an 
extended period, the law which says 
that to be Jewish by birth, the child’s 
mother must be Jewish, could lapse.

Daube noted that in Israel, laws 
regarding the admission of converts 
are already being applied much more 
loosely.

were women. When this Jewish sect 
--as Christianity was at the time- 
began accepting converts without 
circumcision, they instantly gained 
thousands of male converts.

If not for this circumstance, said 
Daube, Christianity might have 
continued as a Jewish sect but would 
never have become a world religion.

The body of Daube's lecture was 
concerned with why whether a child 
is Jewish today depends upon the 
whether his or her mother is Jewish.

Daube explained that before the 
Babylonian exile, a woman’s nation
ality and religion (and in Jewish law 
and religion, religion and nationality 
are not separate) was automatically 
that of her husband. If a

PAUL PIVATO
Professor Claude Tatilon, Director of the translation programme at 
G tendon, wants to stress the professional orientation of the programme, 
now in its fourth year. “It’s often difficult to make a university 
understand professional training is necessary,” explains Tatilon.

Glendon’s is the only translation programme in Toronto to offer a 
degree. Tatilon hopes the programme will eventually offer a master’s 
degree. “We have enough students,” notes Tatilon. “As it is now, they 
bave to go elsewhere.” The major stumbling block for a graduate 
programme, however, is fundg.

Tatilon underlines the dual nature of the translation programme. “We 
have theoretical courses, but we also have more practical courses,” says 
Tatilon. However it is the applied research which gives the programme its 
distinctive character. Tatilon is busy trying to generate contacts in the 
professional markets. Simpson-Sears and the Ontario government, for 
example, have proven to be excellent training grounds for on-the-job 
employment. Tatilon eventually plans to give credits for such 
apprenticeship work.

Originally from Marseilles, Tatilon came to Canada in 1968. He taught 
French and French linguistics at Western for four years. At Glendon since 
1972, Tatilon still teaches some language and linguistics courses.

Professional translators assist in the programme, which has slightly 
under 100 students, who are divided almost evenly between anglophone 
and francophone. All students have a knowledge of both languages, yet 
are trained in their mother tongue.

At present, explains Tatilon, the job market is fiercely competitive. 
However, he can see the day when Ontario will become on officially 
bilingual province. “It would certainly open up a lot of opportunities,” 
says Tatilon. Yet Tatilon is confident that the three-year programme, with 
interdisciplinary studies and sound practical training, will produce well- 
qualified graduates in the field of translation.

woman
married a Jew, then she was Jewish. 
And if a Jewess married a non-Jew, 
she was no longer Jewish. Whether a 
child was born Jewish, therefore, 
depended upon whether his or her 
father was Jewish.

According to Daube, the first 
change came during the Babylonian 
exile. Because the Jewish community 
was then surrounded by a highly 
civilized non-Jewish culture, it 
became likely that a Jew who married 
a Babylonian woman would be 
drawn into the majority culture.

To combat this, it became the rule
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York union to submit proposals on class size and retirement

YU FA to enter negotiations despite controls
BARB TAYLOR
Despite provincial wage control 
legislation that limits pay increases 
in the public sector to five per cent, 
the York University Faculty 
Association and the Administration 
will soon hold contract negotiations.

YUFA, which represents York's 
full-time faculty members, has 
submitted proposals on class size, 
retirement, and other areas, and is 
waiting for the Administration to 
respond.

The union had requested a 
meeting any time after February 28, 
and according to Hollis Rinehart, 
Chairperson of the YUFA 
Negotiating Committee, Bill Farr, 
Vice-President of Employee and 
Student Relations, has “been rather 
tardy” in responding. In the last two 
years, settlements have been reached 
in May and June, but Farr says this 
year’s negotiations “could get 
delayed because there isn’t that 
much at stake.”

Under Bill 179, the wage control 
act, compensation cannot be 
negotiated. According to Farr, “Any 
money or benefit that is paid to the 
employee in return for that 
employee’s services” is considered 
compensation.

YUFA has proposed “ways to 
spend money for everyone’s benefit 
but wfiich are not compensation,” 
says Rinehart. “This year, since we 
can’t talk about money, we’re using 
the opportunity to talk about other 
things such as conference travel.”

“Funds which have been steadily 
dwindling” are conference travel and 
research grants, according to 
Rinehart. He considers these funds 
as “expenses of doing business like 
paying your staff to go to a 
conference.” Farr concurs, 
“Presumably the employee asked to 
attend in the line of duty.” In this 
area, YUFA is asking for a 100 
per cent increase over 1976 figures.

Another non-compensatory area, 
according to both YUFA and the 
administration, is retraining. “The 
university is always talking about 
shifting people in the university. In 
order to do that the faculty must 
receive leave,” says Rinehart.

Another larger university issue, 
says Rinehart, is retirement. “We’re 
under fire for not having enough 
distinguished people around. 
They’re just being let go 
thoughtlessly. There should be an 
opportunity for people to stay on if 
they’re needed.” Farr says YUFA is 
suggesting a review when professors

turn 65. “I really don’t think what 
YUFA has proposed would be 
categorized as compensation.”

The two parties have not agreed 
whether the class size issue should 
be classified as compensation. “The

proper group to decide is the 
department. Every department has 
its own procedures; they’re not 
uniform and we think each 
department should decide on their 
own. What we don’t want is some

Dean or Vice-President deciding,” increased grant for the York Daycare 
says Rinehart. “I think it has the centre. Rinehart stated that these
potential to be interpreted as funds would be used to cover the
compensation,” says Farr of the major expenses of the centre which 
YUFA proposal. are the rent and cleaning charged by

YUFA is also negotiating an the university.

Connection struggling for higher profile
IAN BAILEY enough to warrant professional 

attention. The service also acts as a 
referral agency and has established a 
liason with the Counselling and 
Development Centre and its

co-ordinator until November when 
she was replaced by Higgins, 
formerly a volunteer.

The service is operated by 20 
volunteers who undergo training to 
familiarize themselves with subjects 
they are likely to face in their duties: 
birth control, drug abuse and 
venereal disease. The volunteers 
come from a wide range of faculties. 
“We don’t feel that psychology 
students are the only people who can 
be compassionate,” she says. “We 
look for people with humane 
attitudes.”

According to Higgins, the 
psychological problems people face 
at York are mainly related to the 
sterile physical structure of endless 
concrete. “The design and size of the 
campus alienates students,” she 
says. A lot of people question how 
they can fit into such a large campus 
- especially first year students. There 
is a lot of loneliness on campus that 
relates to its (York’s) geophysical 
problems which is why we feel the 
Campus Connection is an important 
organization for students to meet 
and discuss what’s concerning 
them.”

The services of the Campus 
Connection are not being used, and 
after spending a year and a half in 
limbo, York’s peer counselling 
service is struggling to build a higher -professional therapists. “We don’t 
profile, says co-ordinator Susan 
Higgins.

claim to be, or want to be 
professionals," says Higgins. “Our 
main aim is to function as assistance 
for peers. We want to be known as 
an approachable, supportive group.”

“Our highest priority is building 
visibility on campus so that students 
will be aware of and use the service,” 
says Higgins who sees the 
Connection as a support service for 
students who are lonely, alienated, 
or facing a problem not severe

Campus Connection was once 
called Harbinger. It folded and 
returned a year and a half later in 
April 1982. Karen Stewart was the
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Mother struggles to regain children

Wants government intervention
PAULETTE PEIROL On March 3rd, Spadina MP Dan
When politicians present “family Heap presented the issue in the
cases" to the House of Commons, it House of Commons Debates. Heap
is clear that more than a domestic argued that “The Government has a
dispute is involved. Many claim that duty to defend their (Rishi and
Usha Ahalwat’s case is a prime Muni's) rights under Section 6(1) of
example of the government attempt- the Charter to re-enter Canada." He
ing to trivialize issues involving added, “These are Canadian citizens
women and children, dismissing with the right under the Charter to
them as “family cases”. return to Canada to a Canadian

York student Usha Ahlawat’s court which gave custody to the
two sons have been kidnapped by mother.” 
their father, Kapur Ahlawat, in 
Irbid. Jordan. In 1978, Kapur, 
converted from Hindu to Islam, and
thereby arranged to have the petition addressed to Allan Mac-
Jordanian government seize his Eachen. Minister of External Affairs,
son’s Canadian passports. In Cana- The CYSF and each College Council 
da, Mrs. Ahlawat obtained legal of York will make the petition
custody of her children, but when accessible to Ahlawat’s fellow 
she approached the Jordanian students and faculty as soon as 
Embassy in Ottawa for help, possible. “If democracy
Ahlawat was told “it’s a personal anything, 2,000 voices must have
zfhir"- some significance-or else, what

Without legal or political inter- kind of government is this?”
vention, Ahlawat is helpless to Ahlawat asked, 
rectify the injustice that she feels the

ience and explore what channels 
exist for negotiation with the 
Jordanian government to alleviate 
this Canadian citizen’s suffering.”

It is possible that the Canadian 
government is powerless to affect 
Ahlawat’s plight. Yet for two years, 
the government barely acknow
ledged Ahlawat’s repeated letters 
and phone calls. The only political 
response was an attempt by the 
Jordanian Embassy in Ottawa to 
send the divorce papers to Jordan 

r through a diplomatic pouch. Ap- 
a patently, no one in Jordan was g 

willing to serve the papers on Kapur .2 
Ahlawat. King Hussein of Jordan § 
and Allan MacEachen remain silent, 3 • ' yk* 
although not ignorant of the ‘Cvf*
Ahlawat case. •§

Fifteen years ago, the marriage of Si 
Kapur and Usha Ahlawat was pre- 
arranged in India. They immigrated o j 
to Canada, where Rishi and Muni 5 
were born. At that time, Kapur

Letters from friends of Ahlawat V1°lently,
Jordanian government has incurred. have been addressed to MacEachen nac£i„. y.,s,/ remame“ She says “the most painful part
Her sons, Risha and Muni, have personally. Hedi Bouraoui, Master L, ’iH mn“ You can call that he would not accept help from
committed no criminal offense. of York’s Stong College, writes, I didn’fre’aLe wh*r,L,m£naiVe’^but me. 1 wa$ willing to do anything to
although they continue to be held "From a humanitarian point of view, . rhm.lhr ILL " happening. make the marriage work." Ahlawat
captive by a foreign bureaucracy the only resource is for our foreign8counrrv 1.*™ "V* adds, “I was too protective of Kapur
which refuses to answer Ahlawat’s government to help find a diplomatic he was so violer I VhnnLTll , > "it was like self-assassination."

. solution to this traumatic expert* ÜISÎ'' .. » «** “V*

T. „ , K umc- even though it was a shock (the
That was not the case. Ahlawat s results of Kapur moving to Jordan) I

sor ai vaÏmoüTu think k may have been the best thing
ordan wh .VTam* *" Ir?,dl for me= k saved my life.” At first 

mmnaniZyï h Ahlawat (ac- Ahlawat was reluctant to talk of her 
compared by her sister brother-.n- personal problems with her profes- 
law and son Muni) visited him there, sors. Now she feels. “It’s a burden
he kept weird hours and was out 0ff my chest, I’m not hiding
from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m., often anything and people are supporting
disappearing for days at a time.” me. I have no regrets that I’ve 

Students commented to Ahlawat searched for public support”
about her husband s peculiar six life. Ahlawat is optimistic. “Nothing is
au lnV°iV!ment ™th youn8 men. really lost. It’s all experience and
Ahlawat did not tell her parents, who part of learning ”
are both lawyers about Kapur, since Ahlawat’s greatest concern is for 
she felt the violence was a sense of her children, and “not just my
failure. I didn t want to disappoint children, but children period.” She
them. She says of her husband. He fears that Rishi and Muni may think
was academically brilliant, but also $he has abandoned them,
had a deep sense of insecurity.” Dr. Virginia Rock. Director of the

Ahlawat accepted his homosexu- graduate English programme at
ality. but could not cope with his York , initiated the petition as “a
violence or lifestyle. Kapur had last resort” for Ahlawat. Dr. Rock
expensive tastes. I had to work, raise has come to realize that “it is
the children, and go to school all at difficult for many women in Wes-
the same time. Although Ahlawat tern society, but Usha’s situation
feels that her husband intentionally dramatizes how much more difficult

tied her down , she felt that she 
was intruding upon his personal life.
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Meanwhile, over 2,000 Canadians 

have voiced their concern for 
Ahlawat and her children, via l 5
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Usha Ahalwat is receiving support from some York members
*

Judith Santos, Director of the 
CYSF Women’s Commission at 
York, is concerned about “solidarity 
with women worldwide” and

was

says
that “people are unsympathetic 
towards women. Moreover, she 
(Usha) is from another culture and 
people don’t want to become 
involved.” But public support for 
Ahlawat is mounting. Dr. Rock 
“would like to be assured that the 
York community of students and 
faculty have done all they can to help 
a fellow student.”

They met working economists
con't. from pg. 1

to get them to work for you. You have to be able to communicate and sell 
your ideas.”

The seminar was organized by Linda Grant, a 3rd-year economics 
student and a member of the Economics Student Association who “felt 
that it would be valuable to students to talk to people in the business 
world who could give the personal career histories and advice to the stu
dents on courses of areas of study that they found useful.

I gave students a chance to compare their own personalities with tho^e 
of economists working in the business world, and perhaps to come to 
some conclusions about what direction to take in their studies,” she 
added.

Although the ESA has organized speakers for similar purposes in the 
past, the five-member panel was first for the career seminar. Grant hopes 
the seminar will become an annual event, with new panel members 
and helpful "C3r Students attendin6 the seminar felt it was “rewarding

Other activities of the Economics Student Association include course 
evaluations, sitting in on department committees, and organizing 
departmental parties.

MP Heap concluded in his appeal, 
"I ask that the Government negoti
ate with Jordan to ensure the return 
of the children and the father so that 
the matter of custody can be 
resolved in a court of the country of 
Canada, of which they are citizens”. 
The battle has only begun and 
Ahlawat says, “I think I need my 
strength more than my tears.”

THE COUNSELLING AND 
DEVELOPMENT CENTRE

offers

Personal Counselling 
Group Counselling 

Learning Skills 
Sell-Management Programs 

Relaxation Training 
Consultation

Room 145 Behavioural Sciences 
Building. 667-2304 

also
Career Centre

N105 Ross 667-2518 
Centre for handicapped Students

135 Behavioural Sciences Bldg 
__________ 667-3312

it is in a society where the women 
have less opportunity.”

HOWTO 
GUARANTEE 

YOURSELF A JOB 
THIS SUMMER

Coordinator, Sexual 
Harassment Education 
and Complaint Centre P 1

FREEFollowing upon the recommendation in the Report of the 
Presidential Advisory Committee on Sexual Harassment 
York University will establish a Sexual Harassment 
Education and Complaint Centre, to be run by a part-time 
Coordinator, with clerical assistance, and backed up by 
an Advisory Board. As outlined in the Report, the Sexual 
Harassment Education and Complaint Centre has two 
major responsibilities: 1) to educate the University 
community about sexual harassment; and 2) to provide 
information about procedures for dealing with 
allegations.
Applicants for the position of Coordinator must be 
affiliated with York University. If an employee of York 
University, the Coordinator will receive 1/3 release time 
and if a non-employee, remuneration. The position 
commences in July 1983 and is a two-year term.
Applicants should familiarize themselves with the Report 
of the Presidential Advisory Committee on Sexual 
Harassment. Letters, detailing interest and experience 
should be sent to:

Search Committee, Sexual Harassment Education and
Complaint Centre, c/o Prof. A.B. Shteir, Chair,
Room 706, Atkinson College.

Enquiries may be directed to Professor Shteir at 
667-3172. Deadline for applications is March 31,1983.

The position of Coordinator, Sexual Harassment Education 
and Complaint Centre was initially advertised in June 1982 
specifying a requirement that candidates be female. The 
requirement resulted in a complaint of violation of the Ontario 
Human Rights Code. The complaint has now been settled and 
the position is being readvertised.

fnnFind out how you can create 
your own job this summer and 
turn your talents into a 
profitable summer enterprise.

For more information 
complete step-by-step, start
up manual, mail the coupon 
below.

MAGNUM MARKETING
P.O. Box 294
238 Davenport Road, Toronto, Ontario
M5R1J6
YES I m very interested, please send me more information
at NO OBLIGATION.

Name_______

^EUROPEon a
>

I
With each Eurail Pass 

or Eurail Youthpass 
purchased!

For prices and 
Information contact:

Y1

*£SBy!Î21cffirsL
Address The travel company of CFS

TRAVEL CUTS TORONTO
U of T, 44 St. George St
416979-2406■.City Prov. Postal Code k J-J
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Dorothy Livesay struggles to 
express full life in wordsv't

BrS

NIGEL TURNER
“What do you do poet?”
“I bring wonder to the word.”

--Dorothy Livesay 
Untitled

planned, unavailable. She returned 
to school and took social work. Her 
poems of this period describe the life 
of the poor as they wander from 
town to town in search of work and a 
place to live . One such poem is 
‘Wilderness Stone’,

. . . rain for my roof 
wind for my walls . .

During the 1930 s she belonged to 
Arts for Peace, which she is glad to 
note has begun again. She believes 
that it is possible to “change things 
in the long run,” and that “the poet 
must speak out now.” But she has 
been criticized in the past for such 
involvement. “They say I am a true 
lyric poet,” says Livesay. “and that 
political statements should not be 
my field.” But she writes on topics 
which produce an emotional re
sponse whether love or politics, 
which ever brings her to the page. 
She doesn’t sit down and say “I will

f M write this kind of poem today.”
All her poems are the “same 

journalism writing,” from her days 
on the Star, “reduced to a few very 
precise lines.” When she writes a 
poem, she will put it away for a week 
or so and come back, reducing the 
number of nouns and verbs until the 
poem is finished. She seldom uses a 
rhyming scheme because it “dictates 
the meaning,” and she prefers to be 
in control of that.

One of her most well liked poems 
is “Green Rain” from her Image 
phase, which she wrote while 
walking over a bridge in Rosedale, 
during May, which is appropriate for 
this time of year,
I remember long veils of green rain 
featured like the shawl of my 
grandmother
Green from the half-green of spring 
trees
waning in the valley...

4 -sl* - M

One of Canada’s foremost poets, 
Dorothy Livesay, graced Stong 
College’s Sylvester’s room, Monday 
afternoon, with poems from her 

[ life’s story.
Livesay, poet, journalist and 

teacher, read selections from her 
new book The Phases of Love. The 
poems documented her life, in a sort 
of lyrical autobiography, and ranged 
over the whole spectrum of 
her activities. She began with poems 
from her adolescence, many pre-

âji* viously unpublished, and moved 
through to more recent writings.

Hr During her studies at the Univer-
■ S sity of Toronto she contributed 

" poems and articles to the school
PaPer- The Varsity. Journalism at

■ — that time was one of the few areas of

ill r • h% , v
X,-
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H exposure for female writers. As a 
5 woman she found it difficult to gain 
? recognition. This struggle found 

expression in later poems such as 
The Three Emily’s -Emily Bronte,
Emily Carr, and Emily Dickenson-a 
tribute in envious admiration to 
these successful women. At the time 
she wrote this poem. Livesay was 
married, had children and had little 
money. Much of her time was spent 
in the house, for ladies seldom 
walked outside alone. “So I had to 
write when I could, often on the 
laundry tub,” says Livesay. The 
poem first views the Emily’s as 
women who walk alone uncom
forted and then turns around
revealing the truth, that she. , a , WOfks, Falco 
Dorothy is “the one uncomforted”. dazzling, fast turns, kicks to the

On a related theme, one of her head and prolonged poses in
best known works, having been put arabesque. However, because these 
to music twice, choreographed, and moves can be found in all his works,
used as the title of one of her books, they don,t mean anything and they
is the ‘Unquiet bed’ 030 1 bear the weight of an imposed

.. .The women I am idea- In Little Boy, the kicks seem
is not what you see stuck in, not created to fit the

move over love political statement. A strip-down to
make room for me. shorts and T-shirt is completely

Before her marriage, at the time of irrelevent. The piece never coheres its
comment on that nuclear holocaust.

Falco company falls flat 
under weight of ideasPoet Dorothy Livesay: The vitality of an artist
W. HURST
Q: What is the name of the bomb 
dropped on Hiroshima?
A: Little Boy

female partnering is standard Falco 
fare.x-x-x-x-:-x*x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x

However, Black and Blue includes 
some gestural movements, which 

Trivial Pursuit have a much stronger impact than 
the dance movement. A stylized 

Little Boy is also the title of a trivial, blow to the head or collapse of a
vapid dance by New York choreogra- body transmits the brutality of the
pher Louis Falco, whose company is boxing motif. Unfortunately, the 
at the Ryerson Theatre until 
Saturday.

ENTS• • • • • •
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Hollywood film premieres at York
message is not new and his version of 
‘Life as Pugilism’ is, finally, weak.

The last piece. Escargot, is the 
oldest (1978) and uses pure move
ment, no props or political state
ments. In Georgio Armani cos
tumes, the kicks and spins, which 
were obligatory elsewhere, are done 
for the sheer joy of movement. All 
three works are really just a 
collection of under-developed ideas 
stuck together. However, in Escar
got, the ideas blend with one 
another. The dancers prove they are, 
after all, fast and risk-taking 
technicians. Legs split in the air and 
seem to suspend for a moment. A 
pose is struck and held with a 
remarkable stillness. Less than a 
split-second later, the dancer is 
flying off into another phrase.

The dancers are good but have a 
strange quality that is especially 
noticeable in Escargot. Here Imd 
there, the complicated choreography 
breaks into simple walks. These 
steps should be easy, lush, as if the 
men and women are breathing along 
with the rhythms. These walks 
should be a buoyant reprieve from 
the clipped acceleration in the rest of 
the piece. However, these dancers 
never luxuriate in the walks. They 
move like show dancers told to walk. 
There is a world of difference 
between performers and movers.

This Monday, March 21st at 7 p.m., York University will host the 
Canadian premiere of the new motion picture. Exposed.

Starring Nastassia Kinski and Rudolph Nureyev, this thriller is playing 
exclusively at York weeks before it opens elsewhere.

Writer/director/producer James Toback. will be on hand to answer 
questions after the film. Exposed will be screened in Curtis Lecture Hall

uses

Cabaret for unknown York talent
Variety 83, a night of music, singing and more, will be held in Mac Hall, 
McLaughlin College next Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. Co-ordinated by Rob 
Grsiy and Lou Eisen the performers are singers, dancers and other 
talented individuals who are not performing arts majors at York. Instead, 
you may find your favourite computer programmer tripping the light 
fantastic or an aspiring humanities major doing stand-up comedy. The
byXTî B 0 °° ^ adVanCC °r $4 00 at thed°or- Variety ’83 is licensed

her graduation, during the depre
ssion in Canada, she found the 
teaching job for which she had

Little Boy also uses props but the 
use is as obligatory as the movement. 
A camp cot, rifle and projected slides 
are never integrated into the body of 
the dance. The choreographer 
announces ‘Here’s a prop’ and uses it 
in a facile way. A man rolls across the 
floor with the rifle as a toy and ends 
up with it thrust through his legs, 
aiming from his crotch.

Black and Blue opened the three- 
piece programme. To a boxing ring 
idea, Falco supplies his dancers with 
gloves and silk trunks but no 
innovative movements. A slide into a 
Falco arabesque seems incongruous 
when the dancer has boxing gloves 
lumped on the ends of her arms. 
There is some surprisingly quiet 
work between two men but the male-

Classical Guitar Concert at Glendon
NEXTClassical guitarists Robert Hamilton and Richard Bradley will be in 

concert Sunday afternoon at 3:00 p.m. at Theatre Glendon. The duo will 
be performing music by Brahms. Vivaldi and Granados. Tickets mav be 
reserved by calling 487-6211.
Student recitals continue this week with performances tonight, Tuesday 
and Wednesday. Tonight at 7:00 in Sylvester’s (Stong College), Dawn 
Eaton, piano, performs music by Brahms, Berg, Stravinsky and others. 
Tuesday night at 7:00 in Sylvester’s, Glenn Williams can be heard. 
Guitarist Williams will be playing an assortment of classical, traditional, 
and contemporary music.

Wednesday, March 23, at 1:00 p.m., Amy Ho. piano, will be playing 
works by Mozart, Chopin, Poulenc and others. Also performing will be 
John Palmer, guitar. Winters College Senior Common Room.

WEEK
Pasolini

Kinski

McCann
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The surreal fantasies of Rohert Perosier

™5n does tla.Eej>ef:ome mime become reality?
The Desrosiers Dance Theatre leads intrinsic experience. Claudia Moore low k- ? manm ycl"
the audience through a time- leads us" further along the m?s lar io the He 2 ô'f rh^T ’ * "t 
machme where shamans, court terious journey with her lyrical carries a lantern OnL rh Jrh
jesters and Tarot cards hold the key dance to a harp solo bv Sarah r^?, am ->^ ° y ^ $ =!ia"ftcr
to mystical awakening. When does Dalton-Phillips. Again, Moore's Jeemc^ Gedra,t“s) ‘n bls dehn‘
dance become mime? When does presence invokes rain With nf Jn a ° cornpfebe"d the source
mime become reality? Desrosiers crashing drum rolls and flashine i ™adness- Llke the maddened
creates surreal fantasies on the lightning, she and Desrosiers now ^ 'u65 ab°,Ut dayl!ght and
themes of love, death, madness and in a boat, are hopelessly lost in a darkness- H« wonders if love can ̂
ritual. Masks, makeup and costumes tidal wave at sea. They drown in CVCr escape d*atb< '/ tbc dawn can J3
contribute to the various personae of blackness and silence as the Bad escape tbe darkness- Can any £
the performers, who add mime. Weather ends. (nanL tru|y chn8 to his sanity? «
dance and acrobatics to make the The Fool's Tahir i„rpt Without answering these questions, e
form come l,,e. audience to, ,h, „ot ‘h' "Tl. ÏT* f" ^ bi,d 5

s,r,r,nDes,=„Æ rsn'p,r'orrrtsurhich

1 life S'“ P*7'r' betome people, a,' people become iheTwakhlgtuT' “h° "“P" 5
mache cow, a woman entangled in spiritual symbols Thirfv fnnt tne awaiting sun. ...
six hoops and two men covered only figures loom menacingly over the Desros*ers’ choreography works Jom Bromillette seen here in Robert Derosier’s The Fool's Table.
in red and black body paint- audience like enormous totems The °" [W° d,aUnct levels’ lt is both demonstrates a basic surrealist pirouette.
bewildering to say the least. Even audience shudders audibly Three a“thetlca,ly overwhelming and
stranger are the actions of these rag-clad women are pursued and d,dact,c’ ,lt does not beg for of The Fool's Table has a haunting horror the hnrm, " n,,™ •
characters: the accordian player struck down bv three skp|prnn= rh„ intellectual interpretation; a five- immediacy If Kurt? f,™ , horror, the horror. Desrosiers sees
(Desrosiers) milks the cow, as cacaphonous music climaxes as the V^-old would thoroughly enjoy the of Darkness, could speak of the thé n°gh mam' ^reS^Th*
a dnïîak r00rC c hT °k°PS in Joker (Desrosiers) enters with two piCCe’ H°WCVer' the surreal <Iuality work, he'd probably whisper “The t£e gute of theatre °UgH
a doll-like trance. Suddenly, it begins rattlesnakes entwined around him ------------------ ----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- gUISC 0t thCatfe’______________
to ram. Bongo drums invoke a jungle After the dead women are carried
scene where two mem mime ape-like 0ff, four maddened
movements. Desrosiers re-enters at 
the clap of thunder, frittering 
around with an outlandish umbrella.
Thunderbolts and clouds are 
attached to it. More bizarre 
sequences follow. Men are covered in 
cow’s milk. A slithering alligator 
chases Desrosiers. Is there a thread 
to tie these images together?

Desrosiers then

J
r*
*

a

'j

Betrayal nothing but talking headsmonks emerge 
from the wings, chanting and 
moaning in guttural tones. Imagine 
the Three Stooges in Hell’s insane 
asylum.

The dream-like images continue ' 
to bewilder the audience. Desrosiers 
paints frescoes of queens in green 
and red costumes, a black ‘chicken 
man , a huge papier-mache rainbow 
trout, a black and white 
feet in diameter and jugglers. Many

performance. Desrosiers’ Pierrot

G(OLDE1? „ tension. It’s too bad, however, that P^y exactly as it appeared on the
hIud- 8. ig thraf Be[ray°1’ cinematically. Betrayal is a boring stage. When making the adaption. '
S kZ-oTtV? ‘ f,lr' b,gin; ”>*• the more highly visual element of

creative innovatioiCtha' ‘vou°d The dialogue is vintage Pinter and cinema must be accounted for. Some
exnerr frnm nn» wf vk . y u d the chronological backtracking films successfully make the
brilliant eadarend^wTrera'" By‘ ^ “five

oiDim*J,mmy Dra”'
time to the initial meeting of the £*“ talk*nfbead syndrome.’ 
characters, Pinter has successfully • ot a.‘ter sbot a^te,r sbot °f people 
layered each scene with an ever- ’USt. S'tÜng around ta,kin«- They 
increasing dramatic irony and don 1 do anytmng-they just talk.

on
serves up a 

delectable mime solo, in the Pierrot 
tradition. The audience savours the

crown ten

In each of these films, both of 
which started on the stage, unique 
and exciting visuals combined with 

, , , , , sharp direction to prevent ‘talking-
It s not that there s anything head syndrome.’ It’s too bad that

wrong with people talking, especially Betrayal didn’t learn their lesson.
Pimer1 hlT “• WriKte" y„Ha,r0ld The story is a basic one-man has 
Pmter. but film is above all else.a an affair with his best friend’s wife-
visual medium. Our eyes must be but Pinter’s unique style of writing
stimulated as well as our ears and saves it from the mundane Hi!
BetravaMacks timU at,°n ^ W Sparse' slightly repetitive dialogue
Betrayal lacks. and his famous "Pinter pauses’’ *

™ec fllm.has approximately eight accentuate the personal trauma of
scenes and each one has various the characters. And. because we

However. Smit’s neurotic combinations of two and sometimes. meet the characters when the affair
daughter image remains the "r66 characters who just sit in a is disclosed and dissolved, we feel an
strongest of the three. Her fast r*30"1 and talk- The poor editing agony as the film goes backwards
paced, un-ending shift of emotions contributes greatly to the boring and we watch them meeting and
forms the counterpoint to which the VlSU?IS as the cuttmg bas a routine becoming lovers. We
other actresses react. In the most rhyth™’ going continuously from “stop!”
notable scene, Smit argues with her t0 u*?'''Up toLclose"up t0 The main (and only) characters in
sister inside the kitchen. Both sisters two-shot, which gives the pacing a the film were Jeremy Irons and
escalate their rage to the point of ™onotonous. almost hypnotic Patricia Hodge as the lovers and Ben
screaming. It is not until Smit , . Kingsley as the jilted husband,
smashes a cup down into the sink , Fart of “e blame can be placed on Kingsley’s performance is one of the 
.creating the sharp sight and sound of the director. David Jones, for failing more outstanding aspects of
freaking glass-that the viewer is 5° dl[ectL the actors to do anything. Betrayal and with his Oscar
brought back to the realization that bufthe brun^ of the problem is the nominated performance in Ghandi 
this is merely a play being staged. failure to make a smooth transition behind him. he is threatening to

SSEb; BS?;
single most realistic look at the screen is tricky business. Because a Betrayal is borine Ham'lrl |00d £Ut
female character, that has taken far Broadway play already exists and exnlored h ? r0,d Pl"terhas
»o long to ,reive. Beree, U,„. ,h,n especi.ll, if it is enccesifoi. there is ollhe re.gebuthe'wo'l dowel!

always a tendency to want to film the learn thebeginnings of cinema.

THEATRE OF CHANGE**

of fortune and mystery. The black 
bird (Death) pursues the Red Queen

Later at Toronto Free Th«»tra

Probing reality in female relationships
J. BRETT ABBEY "

Later, an actor-initiated project 
originally scheduled to be staged in 
August, but because of certain 
problems it premiered last week (and 
runs through March 27) at the 
Toronto Free Theatre. Actresses 
Sonja Smits and Angela Gei sought 
to produce a contemporary play that 
“explored fully developed female 
characters in a humanistic manner."

By acquiring director Susan 
Wright, fellow actress Norma 
Renault, and set designer John 
Pennoyer, their aims were achieved.
Later emerged full of the intense, 
vivid realities of everyday 
relationships. It is a play that 
ultimately digs at the roots of a 
family bound by love, hate, and 
dishonest honesty. In particular, it is 
an in-depth dissection of the feelings 
and emotions of a widowed mother 
(Norma Renault) and her two grown 
daughters (Sonja Smits, Angela Gei) 
who after going their separate ways.

spend a Labour Day weekend at their 
summer home on the Rhode Island 
seacoast.

While Later is not by any means a 
play with a significant plot, it does 
focus on the characters and their 
own uniquely embedded resent
ments and frustrations. By allowing 
the audience to see the beach in front 
of the house and inside the house, as 
well as the backyard, we are not 
only directed towards the 
characters, but firmly focused upon 
every action. The continual subtle 
sounds of waves hitting the shore, 
only reinforce the belief that the set 
is a summer home on the sea.

The strong acting talents of all 
three characters is enough to 
validate the stressful situations 
between mother and daughter, sister 
and sister. Renault’s ability to paint 
pictures with words is often striking: 
at times memories are more vividly 
recalled than the reality ever could

have been. Geis’ portrayal of the 
•married daughter ‘living in a locker 
room’, realistically reveals the life of 
many a contemporary housewife.

was

want to cry

THINK ABOUT IT ART GALLERY OF 
YORK UNIVERSITY
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Canada’s leading Structurist I* ^<x

mVELI > mBORNSTEIN is/x —
ISELECTED WORKS 1957-1982

33 Relief Structures; an Exhibition organized and circulated 
by the Mendel Art Gallery, Saskatoon
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entertainment

Awkward stumble through flimsy play
5S5r-rsa: EEEZ5 ESSESE £-£=«-“record mdustryconvention. In fact. actor, Gary fails to shock the record her. 8 MSav 7h,m,«,h a
.t should not be staged anywhere. tycoon with a passionate kiss and an Buried within the muddled script a ^med o t
nJIr^ yA m8ntheP00r^nX 0bscene rendition of “Hey Jude”. are interesting themes of media “ r°Ck ^ named
^\Û7Zarn °tayM* 3 fU ‘ Ta,lulah- acted by York theatre manipulation and seduction, but
without inV sense nfmb es 3 °"g ?riîduate’ Siobhan McCormick, also Poliakoff only touches on them in a
direction * f purpose or fails to win Shermans approval. heavy-handed and careless fashion.

• However Lorraine (Emma Hewitt), a The characters toss out lumpish
drab and talentless singer, is chosen lines such as “He's exploiting us” 
by Sherman as the new wunderkid 
for his stable of stars.

Yet from the time Sherman first 
meets the musicians until he finally 
selects Lorraine, American Days 2 
flounders about aimlessly. Why |§ 
director Jon Michaelson cast 
Toronto musicians in lead roles is “3 
perplexing. The script, by Stephen W 
Poliakoff, sags throughout with flat 5 
humour and tedious digressions. At 
key moments, the dialogue falls to 
pieces in the most absurd manner.
When Tallulah is rejected, 
something (known only to the 
playwright), moves her to ask 
Gherman if he is married. “Yes,” 
says Sherman. So what? wonders the 
audience. The action, like the 
dialogue, is tangled and awkward. At

brooding solemnity that is 
unintentionally hilarious, delivering 

of the worst lines in the play. 
Typical of the shabby production 

was one scene when Sherman, in his 
Murray shows up, apparently a London studio, turns on the
“victim" of the media. Played by television and the audience learns
David Perlman, Murray looks and that the Maple Leafs have just
acts like a stagehand who refused to scored. Sherman quickly shuts it off,
leave the set during intermission. He but as the play continues, one wishes
lumbers about the stage with a he had left the hockey game on.

some

Set in a London recording studio, 
the play concerns three young
musicians who have been invited to 
meet with the executive of 
multinational record conglomerate. 
The executive, a bizarre American 
named Sherman, wears yellow socks 
and skips across the studio while 
speaking on the telephone. Played by 
Andrew J. Paterson, lead singer and 
guitarist of “The Government", 
Sherman holds an audition to 
determine which musician has 
potential. Sherman’s twitching eyes 
and impish grin, funny at first, 
become insufferable. Hopefully 
Paterson’s foray into the world of 
theatre will be brief.

The three musicians, like the 
audience, begin to get confused and 
uncomfortable. Sherman orders

a
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Three new artists and old 
photographic processes :

NIGEL TURNER actual photograph. He tries to 
Once again three photographic “combine graphic design into 
artists—Vanessa Perry, Sam Garner photography or photography into 
and Jonas Tse-have teamed up and graphic design." Another of his 
produced a photography show experiments uses a glass dry-plate 
appropriately called Why Not Again, photo surrounded by a stained glass 
which will be at Calumet College window. At first the window seems 
gallery until Friday. to clash with the photo, but after a

Two weeks ago the samp three while (and a little wine) the effect 
artists displayed some of the same 
pictures in another show entitled

!
r

iKj
- ■ "■ $Ægrows on you.

Not Again. The new show, like the pla Js^^ryTk^in^efenL^other 

last one, contains recurring themes 
for which the artists are well known-

¥
'

* J '3y I
many field photos. Rather than 

„ ... . _ , playing around with various images
-Garner and his nudes. Tse s scenes she has experimented with the 
of Pans and Perry s field scenes. material on which the prints are 

Garner enjoys working with the made, for example she used 100 per 
old non-silver processes because cent cotton, textured Indian cotton, 
they are almost antique . He takes coruroy, and other fabrics 
many nude photos because, as he Tse said that if they put on- 
says, they are the only way I can be another show it will be called Never 
expressive. Again, which would be followed by

Tse prefers to go beyond the Never Say Never Again.

American Days: No work and no play

Seaui/u - Mexico
n »SPECIAL EUROPEAN OFFERI

i< oM iki + Cheap Airfare + 
Free Accommodation = ** travel

Ir4 CUTS

I
The Sauza of Tequila, 

Mexico, Arts Award 
Ontario 1983 is now open 
to competition among art 
students in Ontario who 
are registered in or recently 
graduated from a recognized 
fine arts programme.

Three first prizes of a month of study in 
Guadalajara with expenses paid by Tequila Sauza 
will be awarded for the best works submitted to 
the panel of judges.

Deadline for submissions is 14 April, 1983.
For more information on how you can enter, 

contact your Students Awards Director 
Information Officer, or write to:

Adriaan de Vries, Co-ordinator Sauza of 
Tequila, Mexico, Arts Award, Ontario 1983,
108 Bellwoods Ave., Toronto, Ontario, M6J 2P4. 
Telephone; (416) 368-3450.

I
J S®e Europe with Contlkl, the world’s foremost student and youth tour
■ operator, and TRAVEL CUTS will supply the best transatlantic airfare
■I from Canada to London along with two free nights accommodation in 
| London. Why book anywhere else?

■ Eor your free CONTI Kl brochure and airfare ratesheet, complete this coupon 
g| and send It to your nearest travel cuts office.
jj| Name
■ Address
■ City

Heels On Wheels*’ by Audrey Mah. 
Winner of the Sauza of Tequila, Mexico, 

Arts Award Ontario 1982, 
for best sculpture.

Postal Code

la J
LEARN TO DRIVE

The safe way — The best way
DÎffi l,Yo58^rail.tîl.'L So." 10 from experts, », P,„

Smnml, V „ about our special Christmas, March break and 
30^r thanyou0thlnk!Ur8eS' Y°U COUld be a ,ul|Y qualified driver 

Call or Write Islington:

or your
„ _ SCARBOROUGH: NORTH YORK:
Pro Drivers Today: 5233 Dundas SL W. 631 Kennedy Road 5740 Yonne Street 

(at Kipling (at Kennedy
Subway Station) Subway Station)
231-8894 266-5553

(at Finch 
Subway Station) 
223-8870

<?£> PRO DRIVERS
a joint 

venture of ®11®fl®
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entertainment
At the Club Bluenote

Etta James on top of R&B revival
HOWARD GOLDSTEIN and STEVEN 
HACKER
Musicians often say that before you 
can really play the blues you first 
have to live them, so rooted in life 
experience is this musical form.
There is no doubt that singer Etta 
James fulfills this necessary cri
terion.

Born the illegitimate child of a 
teenaged black mother and an Italian 
father (which accounts for her light 
skin colour and natural red hair),
James is well-acquainted with 
hardship. Raised by foster parents, 
she had her first recording session at 
15. Six years later, after a series of 
hits, she was a heroin addict.
Already an accomplished singer by 
her late teens, she grew up fast.

This week Etta James returned to 
Toronto for a rare appearance-her 
first in over five years-at Club 
Bluenote. In her first set of the week, 
it was obvious that James’ reputa
tion as a powerful performer is well-

deserved. Ably backed by the house club on a Monday night was her well-
band, George Oliver and Gang- known ability to belt out classic R
buster, James went through a well- and B tunes with unparalleled
varied programme with great energy. authority. These people were not to
The instant rapport between this be disappointed though. Midway
ten-piece band and James, who had through her show, James introduced
never performed with them before, a medley of Otis Redding classics
was impressive. which proved to be among the

The band, which is primarily a evening's highpoints (in a show
rhythm and blues unit, was to find a which wxas without any lowpoints).
great challenge in the versatile Its culmination, in a rocking version
repertoire of James. Very early in the of “I Can’t Turn You Loose”, which 
set, she departed from the expected 
with a faithful version of Hank 
Williams’ ’Your Cheatin’ Heart’. R and B.
Most noted for growling strong Interest in Rhythm and Blues, 
vocals, she showed that she also is, while it might never have really died, 
quite surprisingly capable of hand
ling more sensitive material. This

'*

m?

quickly filled the dance floor, gave 
testimony to the enduring vitality of

is experiencing a resurgence. This 
revival has led to the re-opening of 

particularly evident during her the Bluenote, Toronto’s R and B 
jazz ballad medley, which included hotspot in the Sixties, attracting 
tunes made popular during her work names as big as Stevie Wonder, 
in the 1960s as one of the leading While Etta James, (like the
acts on the then-thriving Chess popularity of R and B) may have had
record label. ups and downs, this week she is on

But what attracted the sizable, 
mostly older crowd to the popular

was
M

1 kt .1
*• .4 1

m

mm r « ■
Etta James, in town this week, doesn’t sing blues, she lives them.’

■

top, a tribute to the persevering 
blues art.

Guitarist Andrew Gill speaks

England's Gang of Four: Middle-class, white, tongues in cheeks
DAVID KELLY
Recently this Excalibur reporter 
talked to Andrew Gill, guitarist, 
vocalist and half the writing team for 
England’s Gang of Four. This is the 
result.

Excalibur: How s it going, Andrew? 
Andrew: It’s okay. We have been 
doing some good gigs and have been 
selling out.

Excal: Have you been getting some 
good responses from your audi
ences?
Andrew: Yes, it’s been good, 
actually. We haven’t been to 
Canada in two years now. We 
not quite sure how it would be but 
the response has been quite good.

Excal: As a group, who are you 
directing your music to? Are you 
going for a wide market appeal or are 
you aiming for a select audience? 
Andrew: I never look at it in terms 
of aiming for a market 
particular musical genre, in terms of

music which is inaccessible, avant- 
garde or experimental, whatever you 
want to call it, and then, the other 
side is middle of the road, commer
cial music. Those kind of polarities 
don’t bother us much. We are happy 
to use elements of either kind of 
thing.

But on the other hand, 
interested in our songs reaching the 
mass area. It makes more sense. Like 
our song “I Love a Man in Uniform”: 
Its irony and sharpness make 
sense and is wittier when it rubs 
shoulders with a standard top 40 
song.

but, on the other hand, it’s good 
when people get into the flow and 
dance.

Excal: The army and the military is a 
constant theme in your music, from 
“Armalite Rifle, He’d Send in the 
Army”, to your latest song, “I Love a 
Man in Uniform”. Why is the 
military so important to your music? 
Andrew: It crops up, now and then, 
yes. In a sense, “I Love a Man in 
Uniform” is similar to “He’d Send in 
the Army” because it’s exploring the 
male inadequacy feeling, that need 
to latch onto something which gives 
a role for the man. “Uniform” and 
“He’d send in the Army” are 
inherently very similar in that 
respect, exploring the relationship in 
that area. Sort of like his relation

ship with his wife. He respects 
authority and wants authority.

Excal: What about capitalism and 
the consumer society?
Andrew: It is difficult to avoid, 
really.

Excal: I heard your next album 
would be done in the United States. 
Andrew: Yes, that is 
possibility-quite likely.

Excal: Are there any advantages to 
doing your work in the States, 
instead of Britain?
Andrew: There are some advantages 
and I think when you are doing a 
record it is best to get away from 
your normal domestic circum
stances. Get away from it. The last

time we worked in the country so 
now we are thinking of working in 
the city.

Excal: Why did you call yourself the 
Gang of Four?
Andrew: When we formed, the 
Gang of Four was happening in 
China. It was sort of tongue in 
cheek. Four white middle-class kids 
after these Chinese revolutionaries. 
It also showed we had a serious 
intent and a kind of nature to effect 
alterations in our cultural sphere.

Excal: Do you want a high profile as 
a group or as individuals in a group? 
Do you want low-keyed profiles as 
individuals?

continued on page 15

we are

a strong

more

were

Excal: What do you want from an 
audience when you perform a 
concert? Do you want them to listen 
or to start dancing?

Andrew: I think it’s good when they 
enjoy themselves. I don’t mind 
playing in a sit down place. You get a 
very attentive audience then. They 
watch closely and listen carefully

Think about it 
WANT TO LOSE 

WEIGHT 
NOW?

or even a

IB HOLIDAY ll\ll\l 
YORKDALE

ft.

Now Featuring

You Can Lose Up To 20lbS.
for only $89. iCARLA

CHAREST 12 Week Program — Limited Time Offer 
For York Campus Students and Faculty
• Professional supervision
• Safe & Gradual
• No Calorie Counting
• No Pills or Injections

March 14-26

DON’T FORGET Call Now for your FREE Consultation
ST. PATRICKS DAY 

SHENANIGANS
229 - 4311

TRIM weight Incearly and don’t forget to wear green!

Cover Charge Fri. & Sat. $2.00
Sat, no cover for Ladies

ome

Holiday Inn Toronto - Yorkdale 
Dufferin St. & Hwy. 401 

789-5161

THE INTELLIGENT SOLUTION TO WEIGHT CONTROL
Towne & Countrye Square, Suite S-6 Second Floor 

Steeles & Yonge St., Willowdale
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YORK LOSES
AGAIN

We are the U of T Blue and White Society and we are pleased to announce our upcoming victory in the 
first annual Grudge Race to be held March 26th. We can say this because we know about York’s natural 
ability to lose important competitions; in fact, we know all about York;

York was founded in 1964 on a grant from the Walt Disney Corp. (Mickey Mouse Division). The sprawling 
campus, situated in the heart of downtown Boondocks, is easily accessible by way of tractor or ox-cart, 
and architecturally it resembles several cement airplane hangars surrounded by 700 square miles of 
asphalt. The Pride of York is the Faculty of Fine Artsies which offers such courses as:

Advanced Macramé 
Creative Bubble Gum Snapping 101 
The Repair and Maintenance of Virginity 
How to Talk Through Your Nose

The school symbol is the Ralph Lauren Polo Pony perched atop the Lacoste Alligator. York, in general, is 
well-respected and considered to be as reputable as any other high school in Canada, and our country’s 
supply of taxi drivers, bricklayers, gas-station attendants, theatre ushers and golf caddies will 
dwindle as long as there are York graduates. never

Several Other Points of Interest:
HOW MANY YORK GIRLS DOES IT TAKE TO CHANGE A LIGHT BULB? 
—Two. (One to call Daddy, and one to pour the Diet Pepsi)
HOW TO MAKE A MILLION $ WITH A YORK DEGREE;
—Trade the diploma for a Lottario ticket.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO YORK;
—a pulse.

See you at the finish line, suckers!
Sincerely, •

The U of T Blue and White Society

!

14 iwalihar March 17, 1913
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Sharing the joy of movementEX TRACKS
Money and Cigarettes
Eric Clapton
WEA
ROMAN PAWLYSZYN
In the mid-1960’s -- just after Eric Clapton recorded the seminal Blues 
Breakers lp with John Mayall-a legion of devout fans embraced the slogan 
“Clapton is God”, scrawled it on walls everywhere, and made Clapton the 
first rock guitar superhero. And for a while, he almost lived up to.it all.

But since then, the decades have seen Clapton convert from a virtuoso 
guitar deity to a wimpy mush-mouth who shuts up and plays his guitar 
about twice an album. On Money and Cigarettes, Clapton continues in 
holding pattern.

With some qualifications. For one, Clapton has the redoubtable Ry 
Cooder as second guitarist this time around. For another, he’s got the 
crack rhythm section of Donald ‘Duck’ Dunn and Roger Hawkins-they 
don’t come any tighter than this. And the recording has an appealing 
ambiance to it.

PAULETTE PEIROL
“Dance, as life itself, is not linear,” 
claims Allan Risdill of Toronto 
Independent Dance Enterprise.
Risdill compares T.I.D.E. to a group 
of improvisational jazz musicians 
using their bodies as instruments. 
T.I.D.E. will be performing at 
Toronto Dance Theatre next week, 
Wednesday through Saturday. All 
four dancers are choreographers.
Their unique training backgrounds 
are an integral force behind their 
individual styles.

The Bittersuite employs director 
Allan Risdill's experience with 
puppetry, comparing puppets, 
manipulators of puppets, and people 
themselves. It uses the typical “girl 
meets boy” theme to show Risdill's 
concern with how relationships 
form and why they fall apart. The 
clown-like element in the work 
expresses for Risdill “the joy and the 
sorrow” of a bittersweet breakup. S

Denise Fujiwara stresses that g 
dance is primarily a form of ^ 
communication, though there is no 
set interpretation that the audience -g 
should “figure out”. Unlike classical jg 
dance, modern is not narrative, and ^ 1
relies on the audience’s imagination.
Set in Motion begins “Once upon a g 
time ...” then continues its story in £ 
motion. Director Fujiwara allows 
the dance to take over from where 
the words end. Dance, however, is 
not merely a substitute for words. 
Fujiwara remarks, “if we could say it

4 . •
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But somewhere about halfway through side 2, Money and Cigarettes 
just falls asleep, and I think it’s because of the unevenness of the material. 
Of course, in the past eight years, Clapton’s practically based a career on 
uneven material, so that’s no news. Here, there’s more blues-rock raunch 
than usual, some near rockabilly, and some catchy pop tunes. And if 
there’s nothing as wretchedly banal as “Lay Down Sally”, neither is there 
much that’s striking, or that hasn’t been heard before. “Ain’t Going 
Down”, for instance, is a shameless plagiarism of “All Along the 
Watch tower."

When Clapton puts his guitar where his mouth is, the results come and 
go. Cooder and E.C. play some steamy slide guitar duets, straight from 
the swamp, that could browbeat the best of them. On the other hand, 
Clapton’s solos on the bluesy “Crosscut Saw” sound like a Clapton 
imitator on a tape loop-he limps through the same old licks, and he plays 
them sluggishly, giving new meaning to the sobriquet “Slowhand”.

On the cover of Money and Cigarettes, Clapton is standing beside an 
electric guitar that looks like it s melting. Sadly, it’s an image that 
as an appropriate metaphor.
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serves
Paula Ravitz launches fellow T.I.D.E. dancer Denise Fuji

better in words, then we would”.
T.I.D.E. aims not to be obscure but

wara.
I New View

York University Jazz Sextext 
York University Records 
ROMAN PAWLYSZYN
If York graduate Aaron Davis' recent Nouvelle Afrique can be accused of 
slickness, here s a related item whose makers never heard of the word. 
New View is saddled with what must be the most repellent cover since Bo 
Diddley's Beach Party, and features a piano that sounds like it was 
recorded with a tie-clip mike. Nevertheless, the music transcends the 
shortcomings.

New View contains nine original tunes played by six former York music 
students (several of whom are now part-time York instructors). Although 
released only recently, the album was recorded over two year’s ago, in 
Toronto bassist/pianist Don Thompson’s home studio.

Actually, except for the piano, the sound is quite good, and the 
performances are too. Standing out are saxophonist Chris Chahley. with 
his fluid rhythmic conception, and Roland Bourgeois, with his effortless, 
exciting cornet and flugelhorn work. And as a bonus, Anne Lindsay sings 
a few notes on one cut (don’t clean your ears though, or you’ll miss her).

But best of all are the compositions: bassist A1 Henderson’s tunes are 
vaguely reminiscent of mid-’60s Herbie Hancock, Chahley offers up
tempo bebop, pianist Mark Eisenman contributes an attractive riff blues, 
and guitarist Ben Heywood gives us some beautiful, brooding ballads.

Coming from a university band, New View is not very adventurous- 
there isn’t a thing here that would have sounded out of place in 1965-but 
it’s enjoyable anyway. It’s available in the York bookstore.

to “show people the intrinsic joy of 
movement, and to share it.”

Gang of four
continued from page 13

Andrew: Most groups are primarily 
concerned with the traditional kind 
of promotion of the individual as a 
personality or a star. That has never 
been our concern. We have been 
more interested in ideas. When we 
have space on an album cover 
instead of sticking our picture on it 
we have been more intested in doing 
something different with it. As 
personalities, we are probably more 
interesting than your average pop 
star but it’s not been our prime 
concern to promote that image.

Excal: As a group, who are your 
influences?
Andrew: There is a wide variety but 
there is none which you can really 
point at to say ‘that’s where it came 
from.” When we first started ou 
was the band’s first premise to ma 
exciting, economical songs witl

very strong rhythmic basis. We have much to it. ABC are good mainly 
been very impressed by seeing Dr. because of the production. I found it 
Feelgood live. They are the best thing exciting.
1 have seen live, partly because they 
have that theatrical feel to them.
There was great tension and excite
ment on the stage. That was an early 
influence.

Excal: Do you have any heroes? 
Andrew: Not really. I can’t respect 
anyone who has achieved difficult 
things and had to work hard to get 

We all listen to different things. there. I don’t really have anyone who 
Jan King and I both particularly liked is a hero.
The Band, the Velvet Underground 
and the Motown sound. Excal: There is an obvious anger and 

despair in your music. What sort of 
message are you trying to give your . 
audience?
Andrew: I think what we are talking 
about is exploring the way peoplé 
think and where their ideas 
from; what people’s ideas lead to; 
how various actions have various 
consequences. The microcosm of 
people’s personal relationships and 
how they tend to expand into longer 
governmental action. That is the 
message or point to "I Love a Man in 
Uniform”.

Excal: Do you have any bands that 
you consider your contemporaries? 
Andrew: Well, there are bands doing 
similar things in music. The Talking 
Heads and, to a certain extent. 
Simple Minds but I think the basis of 
our band cannot be found anywhere 
else.

come

Excal: What do you think of the 
music scene in Britain, right now? 
Andrew: It’s a bit dull. The charts 
are full of Duran Duran. 1 can’t see•9'

To help celebrate 
lour new Happy
Hour let’s split 
a pizza50/50.

r- •

530

FRENCH AS A SECOND 
LANGUAGE
FALL SESSION 1983

jp- • s
Certificate of french for non-francophones
L Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières is 
offering to students on the advanced level, a 
certificate of french as a second language

it

Those courses will lead towards a degree 
(certificate - a total of 10 courses or 30 
credits)<D>mlb

Happy Hour is here from 8 to 
9 pm only at Frank Vetere’s 
pizzeria, Wilson at Keele St. To 

irw ■ I celebrate our Happy Hour, we re
I. introducing a 50"., off pizza

k KÜl/ sP«ia'
Vfe. v-.v^vV .y/ Just bring this ad with you and 

any medium or large pizza is 
yours at 50% off the regular price \ \
J his offer is good Monday through 
Thursday only, during the weeks 
of March 21st and March 28th.
Our Happy Hour is here to stay.

Offer good only at Frank Vetere s pizzeria. Wilson at Keele St 
Not valid in combination with any other discount or special offer 
TM - Registered trademark of Foodex Inc Lie. under LLBO

Programme court d'apprentissage du 
français pour non-francophones
L'Ecole internationale de français of 
l'Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières is 
offering to students two 30 credit programs

a) Beginning and Intermediate levels
b) Intermediate and Intermediate Advanced 

levels

CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION:
College diploma (D E C ) or the equivalent

APPLICATION DEADLINE: August 1st 
1983

For further information,
Claude Tousignant, directeur 
Ecole internationale de français 
Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières 
C P. 500. Trois-Rivières, Qué. / G9A 5FI7 
Tél.: (819) 376 5432
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Rip this out and bring it with you.

FrankVeterc’s pizzeria! c. ■■ £

"Ê Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières
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P I enforceable term of a contract 
| between the university and the 

student.”
These two cases have particular 

significance in the area of 
1 advertising a course. First, those 
| people who are describing their 

courses and what they provide 
should be careful ‘not to mislead’. 

I Second, this raises questions 
| whether present appeal processes 

J respect this contractual relationship 
- i.e. Student Accounts regarding the 
drop of courses beyond the full 
refund date. Third, the arbitrary 
changing of types, due dates, late 
penalties and weighting measure
ments of assignments contrary to 
the academic policy of the Faculty of 
Arts. Also, in the event that this 
occurred, would this be grounds to 
petition to have that course grade 
removed from your transcripts? 
Would it be grounds to receive a full 
refund from Student Accounts?

I i.e. an alteration of the type and the 'quality of education ’. A group of 
weighting of assignments professors who considered 
determining your grade, on the basis themselves an elite few, so elite that 
of a majority vote denying the rights they could violate their teaching 
of the individual.•Writer: We need ai 

iYork 'ombudsman'
contracts with the university, 
refused to cross the CUEW picket 
lines. In doing so, these professors 
illegally withdrew their services to

Union attitudes
I On the subject of ‘quality of 

education’ I would like to say that t'ie students who actively pay their 
certain union ‘attitudes’ are salar*es. When some concerned 
affecting the proper operation of the students complained in the
classroom. The much celebrated Excalibur newspaper about the
1981/82 CUEW strike that claimed situation, merely requesting that 
to be protecting the interests of the some action be taken to protect their 
students was nothing more than an 
embarrassment to this fine insti
tution, and it resulted in less for 
the student. The T.A. received 
protection from ‘overworking’ while 
the university’s negotiating 
was forced to make more rigid 
guidelines regarding the pay-scales, 
responsibilities, and the operation of 
the CUEW support staff. The 
who lost out were the students.
That’s right, you and me friends. I 
have heard of a course where, 
result of their new contract and 
inappropriate militancy, the T.A.’s

as toI
J. ALAN HUNTER lative and appeal situations, stu-
As a student do you ever get tired of dents do have a legitimate and effec- 
being told that you should have less?
That you should accept your lot, as 
dictated by fate or luck, without 
choosing and acting purposefully?
Are you so tired of being told that 
you have no choice in the matter, 
that you abnegate your responsibil
ity and lead a life of unproductive 
complacency? I wonder if this is the 
result and extent of your education.

As a student attending York
University and having considered Vincent University’ provides an
the U of T, I have increasingly interesting description by the trial 
become aware of over-enrollment judge. “A student who attends a 
and how this might affect the quality university, pays tuition fees to take a
of my education. Students do not course and then passes such a course
have to be ineffective consumers of and is refused a diploma by
the university. They have legal and 
contractual guarantees to protect 
their interests within the institution.

This is a personal statement that, 
in an effort to protect the quality of 
education at York, attempts to 
identify and offer solutions to this 
end. This is also a statement for the 
need of an effective public defender’s 
office.

tive claim. The effectiveness of this 
claim has been hampered in the past; 
but, their effectiveness is greatly en
hanced when they can link their de
sires to the objective appeal invol
ving the terms and conditions of a

educational interests pursuant to 
their legal and contractual claim on 
both the university and its agents, 
they were unduly subject to public 
ridicule. Ridicule that was, for the 
most part, totally devoid of any 
basis. This was not enough, the reply 
from the university’s representative, 
who was handling the matter, 
skating claim reminiscent of “I 
really feel for you, but my arms are 
tied.”

more

teamconfract.

No other remedy
was a

The case of ’Doane v. Mount Sinai ones

They cannot force you
as a

The academic rulers of the 
university are not in place to work An effective Ombudsperson

I agree that with no rules, and 
where there are no contracts, you are 
tied; but, there are rules and 
contracts, and where these exist you 
are most certainly not ‘tied’. Rather, 
you are failing to act. The refusal by 
persons in places of authority, 
within the university, to view this 
institution as a business is what 
allows their, and our ineffectiveness 
to continue.

university authorities should have 
some remedy in the court when there 
is no other remedy provided. Such 
remedy might lie in contract...” This 
may hold some serious consequen
ces for the common practice of 
universities to withold grades and 
diplomas on account of students
owing tuition fees or monies as a a6ainst y°u- They are guidelines have attempted to withdraw their
result of penalties. wh*ch you should be aware of in services. They claim that, due to

Another important case involves order that you can logically plan the over-enrollment, they have already
Governors of Acadia University v. activities that you wish to done their required 20 hours of

Sutcliffe’. In the words of U of T law participate in while at the university. tutorial aid - and it’s only January. 1 students consider their relationship
professor H. N. Janisch, “The court " the guidelines and rules are ask you, if this is the case, and if you with the university as a contractual
unhesitantly incorporated the arbitrarily being changed, affecting are being denied services, then what one, and one with a business that
provision in the calendar as an, your success at the university - don t are we paying them for? Let them promises to provide services in

let this hinder your ambition. Rules put up, or shut up; and, if you think exchange for tuition. I do not,
are in place so that you can make this an inappropriate response, however, wish to create an
sense out of what you can receive which I do, then work constructively adversarial and destructively rigid
and benefit from the university. A to solve the problem - but don’t just system; instead, I only suggest that
professor or a T.A. is not, in an throw the flame into the face of the at least a bare minimum of regard for
unqualified fashion, empowered to students. individual interests be respected. I
change the rules. They cannot force Last year, CUEW held their strike think an effective Ombudsman 

. You t0 accePt their new demands - under the auspices of a concern for might secure that minimum.

Contractual relationship
I would like to suggest that more

In Canada, a series of recent cases 
points to the existence of a contrac
tual relationship between the 
student and the university-a rela
tionship that the courts are prepared 
to recognize. Though this is a rela- Persuasio is an open forum for the 
tively unknown aspect of law. it exchange of opinions. The views 
should provide an important and expressed in this column are those
necessary basis for an Ombudsman °f the author and do not necessarily
at York. Even more important than reflect those of the editors or staff 
this, it should indicate that, in regu- of Excalibur._________

RUDGE race GYSF COUNCIL OF 
THE YORK STUDENT 
FEDERATION INC..••MV*

VS 9 ••••••'

ELECTION NOTICE 
REFERENDA 
WORDINGS

A race to encourage friendly rivalry between York & U of Tea 
The race will start at 2:00 p.m. at Winters College. (There will be a Pre- 

ace Pub in the Dining Hall.) The first leg of the race will be a wheel
chair race around York Campus. The second leg will be a tandem 
bicycle race (in 3 segments) to U of Tea Campus. The final leg(s) will 
be a 6-legged dash to the finish line.
There will be a wind-up Pub at a downtown location starting at 8 
D.m. This will only be open to York & U of Tea students & guests 
Tickets are $2 (includes entrance & bus transportation to and from 
York & Cuddles). Tickets are on sale at CYSF (105 Ross) on Friday or 
from your College Council.

This year’s CYSF election ballot will include a number of 
by Co^i!U^M®wre PreCiSC wordlnS of each, as approved

Do you support contributing $4.50 to be levied through your student fees for a period of one year 
only and to be used to create an Ombudsperson’s office at York University for the benefit of the 
York Community?
Yes No

Do you wish to continue to contribute $3.00 per student per year to the Ontario Federation of 
Students?
Y es____________________No____________
Do you wish to continue to contribute $1.00 per year per student to the Canadian Federation of 
Students?
Yes____________________No____________
Would you be willing to have your student fee increased by $ 1.00 and have this go to Radio York 
per year for two years in order to aid in the funding and improvement of a campus radio station?

SUPPORT No,

Do you wish to increase your student fees by $1.00 to support Excalibur, York Universities 
community newspaper on a permanent basis?

Yes No

Please refer all questions, comments and problems to the Chief 
Returning Officer, in care of the CYSF (667-2515). Canvassers for 
the referenda are required to obtain and read By-law 2 (Governing 
Elections), with specific reference to Article XII, sections 3.0 and
4.0.
Larry Till 

Molsons C.R.O.CYSF U of T Blue and White Society

16 Eieetoer March 17. 1983
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Yeomen gymnasts chalk up number 

nine at CIAU championships

t

i

The York Yeomen won their ninth 
consecutive national team title at the 
CIAU gymnastics championship 
held last weekend at the 
held last weekend at the Tait Gym.

Coupled with a solid fifth place 
finish by the Yeowomen, the York 
gymnasts gathered six gold medals, 
five silvers, and four bronze for the 
two day meet. ,

A six-man York men’s team held 
an impressive lead throughout their 
bid for “number 9", turning in a 
total of 165.95 points to silver 
medalist U of T's 157.05.

The university of Calgary wrapped 
up the team bronze with 151.25 
points, followed by University of 
Manitoba at 143.35.

Three Yeomen battled for top 
honours in the highly competitve 
individual all-round championship. 
Frank Nutzenberger replaced team
mate Dan Gaudet atop the field 
of Canada’s best, winning his first 
national title with 55.85 points 
before a Tait crowd of 300.

Nutzenberger, a member of 
Canada's national team left little 
margin for error, turning in 
consistent 9.2’s or better in each of 
the six compulsory events.

Teammate Allan Reddon, was 
second with 55.3 points while three 
time defending CIAU champion Dan 
Gaudet settled for third with 54.55 
points. U of T’s Sean McManus was 
fourth overall with 53.1 points.

The top four gymnasts, along with 
the University of Alberta’s Reeve 
Martin and the University of 
Calgary’s John Romaniuk, took all- 
Canadian honours as the nation’s 
top six.
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Patti Sakaki, bend over backwards for individual crown
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Flip out...Dan Gaudet goes for gold in vault

The York Yeowomen came across 
some strong competition on their 
way to securing a fifth place team 
finish with 90.75 points.

VjbSi
Western Canadian schools 

dominated the meet with University 
of British Columbia capturing the 
gold with 99.42 points, and Alberta 
logging 98.11 points for the silver.

The OWIAA champion McMaster 
raised eyebrows with an impressive 
95.5 to take the bronze. And the 
University of Manitoba finished out 
the meet in fourth place with 91.92 
points.

All-round individual champion 
Patti Sakaki walked away with her 
fourth straight CIAU title in leading 
UBC to its first ever Canadian 
championship.

Sakaki led the individual 
combined standings after the six 
compulsory events with 33.86 
points, despite stress fractures in 
both legs. After a disappointing 
seventh in the floor exercises, Sakaki 
came back to notch firsts in the 
beam and uneven bars with scores of 
9.03 and 8.60 respectively.
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All smiles...Yeowomen wrapped up a fifth place finish
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j Alberta’s Heidi Ross took the 
silver medal with 33.77 points, while 
Debbie Kirby of McMaster was third 
with 33.37. York’s number 
gymnast Linda Kunashko finished 
the meet in fifth place with 31.43 
points.
CIAU Roundup: After opening the 
meet by chalking up their ninth 
CIAU championship, the Yeomen 
went on to vie for the medals in the 
individual events competition...CI
AU champion Frank Nutzenberger 
took first place on the rings, pommel 
horse, and parallel bars. . . Dan 
Gaudet took top honours in the floor 

- exercise and vault, while Allan 
.2 Reddon nailed down a victory on the
2 horizontal bar...In the women’s
3 round, CIAU all-round individual 
q champion Patti Sakaki of UBC held 
C down victories in three of four 
5 events-vault, uneven bars, and

beam-before McMaster’s Debbie 
Kirby detracked her in the floor 
exercises.
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W We now deliver your favorite pizza, 
including our great Pizza Hut'Pan Pizza...right to your door

I , Just Call: 749-4313!

1949 Finch Avenue West, Downsview, Jane and Finch«1983 Puza Hut. Inc Pnmed n USA

FREE DBIVERY 749-4313Jane&Finch
Free delivery with purchase of any delivery Pizza, 5:00 p.m. to closing

Please mention coupon when 
ordering. One coupon per 
party per visit at participating 
Pizza Hut ® restaurants.

<£>1963 Pizza HA Inc 
1 /20 cent caeh redemption veiue

Not valid in combination with 
any other Pizza Hut® offer No 

delivery of alcoholic 
beverages

Good only through
March 31, 1983.

Flash and Flare at the CIAU championships
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The tide finally turns for York as West is best at ClAU's
ELISSA S. FREEMAN
Last weekend, the Yeowomen 
Volleyball Team was defeated in the 
first day of competition at the CIAU 
Championships, held at UBC in 
Vancouver.

Competing in the same pool as the 
Winnipeg Lady Wesmen and 
Calgary Dinnies, who are nationally 
ranked on and two respectively, York 
wasn't expected to pull off any major 
upsets.

Winnipeg, who has been a 
dominating force all year, didn't 
drop a single game during the entire 
tournament and easily steamrolled

over Calgary to win the 
championship.

Cu°Wn fu r the third year in 3 return t0 the team to play out their 
row. Mosher is hoping that veteran eligibility.

Should these girls return, they will 
join an experienced group of players. 
“Everybody on this year's team is 
eligible to play next year,” said 
Mosher.

Lady Wesmen predominate

Although somewhat disappoin
ted, Yeowoman coach Merv Mosher 
was satisfied with the team's 
accomplishments for the ‘82-'83 
season. It s not the best kind of 
finish and we didn t play as well as 
we could have," commented 
Mosher. “For the two previous 
weekends, we had been up and had 
been playing well. But the

- ». ...

\ ■l
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team

Big guns come through 
for York track and field
CHRIS DODD

, Chalk one up for the underdog.
You'd think U of T would have 

the CIAU championship track 
and field tournament held last week
end. U of T has some of the finest 
track and field athletes in the 
country and they were the defending 
tournament champions as well as 
winners of the OUAA tourney held 
the previous week. Stacking the 
odds in their favour too was the loc
ation, on home turf.

However, in a surprising defiance 
of the odds the York Track and Field 
Yeomen captured their first-evever 
intercollegiate national men’s title.

The Yoemen won a total of six of 
the nine events, scoring 68 points 
giving them a secure 17 point 
advantage over second place 
Toronto. The outstanding male 
competitor was York’s Desai 
Williams who pocketed four gold 
medals while breaking a CIAU 
record and tying another enroute.

TSnl ‘ ■ ■><• .•
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with his part in two gold medals won 
by York in relays.

York had only one female 
competitor in the tourney. 
Representing the entire women’s 
team, Camile Cheo finished second 
in the womens’ 600-metre

fm
won

l .

event,
allowing the York women to finish 
11th over-all. Molly Killingbeck and 
world class sprinter Angela Taylor 
were ineligible to compete due to p 
academic disqualifications. The loss H 
of these top athletes made it 0 
impossible for the Yeowomen to 
finish among the leaders.

o
v cr

zCHUMPS ?

MI90Z ™83 ?O
■...

kl Û-

Record-setting jump VEGAS ROOMWestern took the women’s title 
for the third consecutive time with 
Saskatchewan and Manitoba 
finishing second and third.

Other highlights of the 
tournament include the record
setting high-jump by U of T’s Greg 
Joy. The former Olympic silver 
medalist broke the previous CIAU 
mark with his jump of 2.2 metres.

Christine Slyne of Sherbrooke’s 
women’s team earned two gold 
medals winning ther 1500-metre 
run and set a new CIAU mark of 
2:46.45 in the 1,000-metre 

The CIAU meet concludes the 
indoor season for the York 
competitors. Molly Killingbeck. 
Camile Cheo, Angela Taylor, Desai 
Williams, Mark McKoy, Dave Reid 
and Randy Scaly will all prepare for 
the upcoming national track and 
field championships in June.

Other events in the coming 
outdoor season are the World 
Student Games and the prestigious 
Pan Am Games.

ARCADE
1117 Finch Ave. W
at Chesswood just west of Dufferin

Took the gold

Williams took the gold in the 300- 
metre run in the record-setting time 
of 33.53 seconds. Williams also 
equaled the existing CIAU mark in 
the 60-metre dash of 6.66 seconds.

In addition to Williams’ top 
performance, Mark McKoy had an 
excellent tournament for York. 
McKoy broke the CIAU record upon 
winning the 60-metre hurdles.

Long jumper Dave Brown won his 
event, with a distance of 6.94 metres 
and Dave Reid was another gold 
medalist for York, winning the 
1000-metre run.

Tony Sharpe also contributed

event.
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— Not eligible for scholarship
cont'd from pg. 19

rSh,PnTb!|r t°uDeCer?Jber of 1982-He the air. He could still attend Florida 
then decides he would rather play for State - but would not be eligible for 
another umversuy.Thc player would a scholarship until the 8 ‘84-85
December'1983 fW f°?y , ^ Se‘T i™* shou,d ^ygive me a 

t1 u • neL1ful1 calendar scholarship when I can’t even plav
year ) before being able to partici- for their team?" offers Goldha/ V
pate in league play for the new Planar.

• Toronto’s Only Adult Arcade
• Las Vegas Style Bunnies
• Tuxedoed Doorman
• The Hottest Video Games in T.O.
■■-------- r-------------------------------- ---------------------------- -’.-r

■HOURS
Mon to Wed 10 a m.-2 a m. ! 
Thurs to Fri 10 a m.-4 
Sat 11 a m -4 a.m.
Sun 11 a m.-2 a.m.

I
; * BONUS COUPON Vuniversity. “I’m glad I played for York,” he 

continued, “but because of it, I lost 
four years of a life that probably 
won’t ever happen.”

But at the moment Goldhar’s wirkowlki^’S ,Situation’”, m“sed
scholastic/tennis fu,„„ * sUll up in but ^ ^ him.

I o
£
COa?a.m. • -C

J Good for 4 free tokens 
| i when you buy 4

I
° ! 1 coupon per person

J Offer Good Till Mar 31 /83

"I couldn't lie" o Finch1
I
I

665-7399
I

i

SONG AND DANCE AUDITIONS
able.oTng ^dancf'6 ^ Niagara Falls'Ca"ada Performers must be
Audition Date: Sat. March 19 10:00 a.m. Sun. March 20 10 00 
Audition Place: Lilly Langrty’s Music Hall 3rd level

For further information contact: Judith Hazan 
Information 357-0390 (weekends)

¥
B E tstntetxCZjV

a.m.LTD.
engravers, plaques 

ribbons 
emblems

INCENTIVES

manufacturers, 
medallions, badges, convention 
enamel club and company 
cufflinks, rings, gifts, sales

E H. (TED) BENNETT 
18 BRENTCLIFFE ROAD. 354-7441 or Maple Leaf VillageTORONTO. ONTARIO M4G 3Y6 • (*I6) 425 - 9915
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St. Mary's Huskies hustle 
York from CIAU championship

.

Elissa Freeman

JOCK TALKi : -
1

_____ aMARK ZWOL
The York University Yeomen basket
ball team will have to settle for their 
fourth place national ranking this 
year.

CIAU’s, and a rematch against 
Waterloo would have been great.

*We just got behind too many 
times against St. Mary's and 
couldn't get back into the picture. 
But give them credit, they played a 
great game. They were hungry for 
the win, their big men dominated the 
boards, and they just never let up,” 
Barker added.

points, a blitzing fast break rerailed 
the red and white as they closed the 
first half with a seven point 36-29 
lead.

NCAA vs. OUAA: eligibility rule 
stalls the big buck scholarship

As they had all year long, the 
Yeomen exploded in the opening 
minutes of the second half with 
another eight point surge to increase 
their margin to 15 points before the 
partial UNB crowd.

John Christensen turned in a I El|S$A S. FREEMAN 
game high 23 points while Tim Rider | Perhaps, nobody knows the defini

tion of this word better than York 
student Mitchell Goldhar, who has 
just been denied the opportunity to 
accept a tennis scholarship to 
Florida State.

In a bid fora rematch against their 
OUAA rivals Waterloo Warriors in .
Saturday’s CIAU championship, the 
Yeomen came up short, losing to St.
Mary’s Huskies 73-67 in the final 
game of the Eastern Regional 
playdowns in Fredericton, New 
Brunswick.

After an intense, dying seconds 
loss to Waterloo (66-65) in the
OUAA final two weeks ago, the Centre watched the Yeomen defeat 
Yeomen were looking at two the host UNB 74-61 in the opening 
possibilities-a trip to New Bruns- game of the tourney, 
wick for a round robin tournament 
to decide the Eastern regional 
representative at the CIAU finals 
and the chance to redeem their bitter 
one-point loss by succeeding from 
New Brunswick to Waterloo for a 
get-even match against the War
riors.

“It all seems so ludicrous," 
exclaimed Goldhar. “The NCAA 
rule was purposely made for U.S. 
transferees. It's not designed for 
guy who plays two tournaments for a 
university that minimally sponsers a 
team."

It was this lack of support that 
gave Goldhar a glimmer of hope 
while he was negociating with the 
NCAA rules committee. Not only 
did the Yeomen Tennis Team lack 
team uniforms, they did not 
have a proper coach. One of the team 
members, Laurie Dale, had to fill in 
as the ‘impromptu’ coach.

Opening victory
and Enzo Spagnuolo netted 15 
and 11 respectively.

The CIAU championships get 
under way this weekend at the 
University of Waterloo with the host 
Warriors going up against St. 
Mary’s Huskies, University of 
Calgary and the Victoria Vikings.

About 2,500 fans at the Aitken a

Unfortunately, Goldhar wasn’t 
aware of the complex world of 
eligibility rules when he made a spur 
of the moment decision to play 
tennis for York. In early September, 
the 3rd year Arts student was 
coincidentally playing on the same 
set of courts as the members of the 
York tennis team. “It was right then 

, and there that I thought, it would be
oot injury, suffered in the first a really great idea to play tourna-

game. As a result, Beckwith s game ment tennis for York,” recalls
plan was altered as she was forced to Goldhar. “That decision turned out
cut every ball off and had to hit every to be the biggest mistake of my life.”
snot ror a winner. At 1-2 in games 
she talked about the possibility of 
retiring from the match,” noted 
Cluett, “and at 3-3 in the fifth 
(game)she looked utterly cooked.
But she found a pint of adrenalin 
somewhere and won going away.”
Beckwith’s need to end every rally as 
quickly as possible was demonstra
ted by the brevity of the five-ga 
match, which lasted a total of only 
37 minutes.

After a sluggish first quarter in 
which York fell behind by five

Beckwith undaunted
even

Yeowomen can't lose
But the Huskies ended any hopes 

of a return to Waterloo.
The Yeomen led on only one 

occasion and just couldn’t handle last weekend-The McKay Bowl and 
the tough rebounding and inside The Manta Can-Am Invitational-
game of the Atlantic conference the Yeowomen squash team, includ

ing Canada’s number one player Jo 
Ann Beckwith, smashed their way to 
yet another set of victories.

Beckwith displayed her ever
present championship form as she 
defeated an international field of top 
squash players to capture the 
Manta Can-Am Invitational.

As the number one seed, Beckwith 
received a bye from the first round of 
play and then went on to defeat both 
Oxford’s Emma Niven and 5th seed 
Anita Nador from Yale-without 
dropping a single game. After 
disposing of 4th seeded Lori Hogan 
who hails from Calgary, Beckwith 
moved into the finals against 
Ottawa’s Diane Edge. Edge 
ranked third in the tournament.

ELISSA S. FREEMAN
At two major squash tournaments Draconian measures

However, perhaps because of the 
numerous U.S. college scandals 
(faked transcripts, under the table 
payments) the NCAA has been 
forced to employ Draconian

The fact that Goldhar captured sures against the deviating be- 
the Eastern OUAA Tennis Crown haviour of schools and athletes. Not
and was runner-up at the All- known for its flexibility, the NCAA
Ontario Championships isn’t impor- goes straight to the jugular of the
tant. What is significant is that guilty party. Their rigidity is
because he participated in these implemented to protect the integrity
tournaments, he has been ruled of the college athletic system as well
ineligible by the NCAA for one full as ensuring that students don’t keep
year to play tennis for Florida State. transferring schools without ob-
To make matters worse. Goldhar taining a degree,
was offered a scholarship with a Unfortunately, Goldhar has to be 
projected value of up to $50,000 a recipient of all this confusion. He is
that he now has been forced to turn well aware that playing for a
c*own- Division 1 school, like Florida State

According to NCAA ruling, any (that is also ranked in the top 20) 
student-athlete who transfers coll- would be able to provide him with 
eges with the intention of playing his the necessary competition to hone 
/her sport at the new school, must sit 
out for one year. The athlete is 
allowed to train and practice with 
the team; but, he / whe is not

Champions.
Offered scholarship

Quick leads mea-

The Huskies jumped out to quick 
leads of 14 points in both halves 
before York could get its show on the 
road to cut St. Mary’s lead to four 
points each time.

St. Mary’s Rob Latter-a six-foot, 
eight-inch sophomore from Mon
treal-devastated the Yeomen at 
both ends of the court, scoring 20 
points and logging 16 rebounds.

Bob Oostveen, who along with 
Latter was named to the tourna
ment’s all-star team, netted 15 
points while teammate Greg Wills 
added another 10.

John Christensen led York with 22 
points together with OUAA East 
Division M.V.P. Enzo Spagnuolo,
who hit for another 12. However, the final match posed a

For York coach Gerry Barker, the major problem for Beckwith. Ac-
loss to St. Mary’s was not the way he cording to Yeowomen Coach Bob
planned to finish the season. “Sure Cluett, the Canadian champion was
it s a disappointing way to end it. forced to endure the match while
We were looking ahead to the playing on an excrutiatingly painful

me

Team triumph

The McKay Bowl, named after 
famed squash player Heather Mc
Kay also boasted top-calibre talent 
from Oxford and Yale. Canada

represented by teams from Water
loo, Western, U of T and OWIAA 
Champions, York.

As expected, the Yeowomen team 
of Beckwith, Gail Pimm, Rhonda 
Firmi. Ruth Castellino and Anita 
Halpern collected their champion
ship laurels by beating Oxford 5-0 
and Western 5-0.

was
was

Endured injury his tennis skills. Subsequently, he 
would be able to easily make the 
transition from university tennis to 
the satellite circuits. These circuits 

permitted to represent the school in are the stepping stone of every tennis 
league play. player’s whose ambition is to gain a

spot on the Grand Prix tour.
Meanwhile, Goldhar may decide 

to play tennis over the summer in 
pro-satellite circuits throughout 
Canada. Since ATT ranking points 

Despite the restriction, will be alotted at these tournaments,
U.S. college coaches have there will be an abundance of
been able to turn this rule competition for Goldhar to play 
into an advantageous ploy, against, 

more I I Often they will have play-
___________ | ers purposely sit out a year.

Record Heaven - Uptowns used I thus extending their plav-
“XKSdb This is

antitrade 652° alS° buy| | The positive effects ofTed- member °fKthe ?UAA Ehgibility
Electrolysis Unwanted hair] shirtin* are ««nplified by agreT^'t'hefioV'in ksdHs

Bathurst/Steeles Area Fori cerns a Canadian transferring to an
Complimentary consultation call| I The Runnin’ Rebels ot American university. “I was notified
681 -9040 . I I UNIV is a team chock-full by Mitchell of his situation and was

of talented transferees who t0^ that the NCAA would get in
touch with me. But to this day I 
haven't been notified by them,” said 
Wirkovfrski. “But if they did call, I 
couldn’t lie that he (Goldhar) had 
never competed in a championship.
If I did lie, the NCAA could call

"Red shirting"

A

CLASSIFIED
C/ass///ecf ads are 25 words or less 

\for $5.00 or 50 words or less for 
$70.00. Deadline is Friday prior to 
'publication.

| JSF has several Israel programs tor 
university-aged students Leaving 
May/July. Call 667-3647 for 
details.

''

m
Future up in air

York’s Men's Athletic Direcotr

IJSF Presents Spring Cafe featuring 
[music and comedy on March 19/83 
[at 8:30 p.m, at Atkinson College 
Crowe's Nest Cost $2.00 for 
information cafl JSF at 667-3647 
For Sale: 10.000 different original 
[movie posters. Catalogue $2.00 
Mnemonics Ltd., Dept "15" #302 
1208-14th Ave. S.W., Calgary, Alta 
T3C 0V9._____________
Weekly Calendar of Events in
Toronto's Gay/Lesbian Community 
For our 5-minute recorded message 
call 923-GAYS

more

Shaw Graduates 
are never out of work - 
if they don’t want to be.

Because they have been practically and intensively 
trained to succeed in many different and rewarding 
careers executive, legal or word processing secretarial... 
bookkeeping. accounting . business management. 
Within one year of enrollment, most graduates find they 
can choose the kind of job they want The kind of job that 
gives them satisfaction - excitement - challenge - 
and advancement
So be more employable - last. Be ready to advance to a 
better job or your first career job in less than 
Call us today at Shaw Colleges - 481-6477.

8-Track Recording Studio in
Georgetown. Master Qualify, Demo 
or Pre-production capabilities. 
Drums & Amplifiers on premises. 
Reasonable hourly or package) 
deals. Recent clients include Cliche. 
Call Bob Redden at 1 -877-2779 fori 
details and specifications. J

have all ful-filled NCAA 
requirements by sitting out 

year. By negociating 
with these players while 
they were at other univer- 
sityies - the UNLV coaches 
patiently assembled a team
that has emerged as one of be all there in black and white.” 
the top contenders for the Under OUAA rules, had Goldhar 
NCAA Championships. on*y competed in one invitational 
Incidentally, UNLV has event- he would be eligible to take
just been taken off of £he scholarship. "But", emphasizes
NCAA probation. Wirkowski, “he wasn't some ob

scure player that someone would 
In essence, should Gol- easily forget. Whose going to forget 

dharar go to Florida State, that he played for the OUAA in their 
he would be redshirted for championship final?" 
an entire year, even though 
the Yeomen's tennis 
son lasted all of

one
Fast, Accurate Typing electric 
machine paper supplied. $1.00/- 
page Phone Susan 481 -4311 ourone year

executive in Hamilton and it wouldI (Experienced Typist for 
l|term p jers, etc Fast 
llelectric typewriter at 80C/page. Call 
I jBeverly 669-5085 Dufferin & Steeles 

__l[fcxperienced Typist. Essays 
I theses, manuscripts, letters IBM
I Selectric Dufferin-Steeles
II From 80C per page.
11Phone Carole at 669-51 78

essays, 
service onShaw Collects

Your career starts here ECKANKAR
S/ww Colleges

Your career starts here

2436 Yonge Street 
Toronto, Canada M4P2H4 
481-6477.

A Universal Teaching

Talk Series 
Now Every • 

Thursday Evening 
7:30 to 9:00

Room 114 Varner College

area

Name Age
LSAT GMAT Prep. Courses:
IC'?-ses for the June 20 LSAT, June 
3-5 and the March 1 9 GMAT, March 
11-13. For further information please 

[call or write: P.O. Box 597, Stn A 
Toronio M5W 1G7 665-3377

Address
On this side of the border, OUAA 

eligibility requirements are some
what more flexible. For example: an 
athlete plays basketball at York from

City sea-
two

Telephone jU

successive weekends.

cont’d on pg. 18
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SCHOLARSHIP ERT MEM0RIAL MEDITATION SOCIETY- *1/ "*/•7
, „ . BETHUNE SEMINAR

The Lucille Herbe,, Memorial will ÏTreJeari™''"0'',,  ̂ ?ritorThC0"ToaP"S'nt! .."A

Scholarship (Department of seminar called “Developing Self* part of ^7 R hot°8rtpfly as
I English) exists to assist any good Awareness". It will explore thl Seminal d B ,nstitute
\ undergraduate in English (Faculty of fundamental disein/L» r ’ ^00mJ 320 «ethuneI who propose! JS'Z de^loi^aw.S'.’and J”, J**'»" March 17 a,

Ml Europe, especially to France, and cover techniques of relaxation ?
who has completed at least four concentration and meditation as D..,
courses in English. One award per well as outlining the nature and RACE RELAT,0WS IN CANADA
iWormaJn31116 $,75°'00' For Pr°gress of inner experiences. A On Friday March 25. Frances Henry,

1/ — v information or applications write to follow-up weekly session of hatha- Professor of Anthropology at York 
FmilincDC' ... Professor D.R Ewen. Chairman, yoga, breathing exercises and Univers“y will speak on R°«
FOUNDERS RING AWARDS Department of English at York meditation is available. Offered free Relations in Canada. This will take

The student body is invited to ann'lii-ln,? • daCc for ?! ■charge as a service by the place at U00 p.m. Room 204
submit nominations for the Denarrm !r Ap" 8’ 1983’ The Un\versity Meditation Society^ime Glendon College. Admission is free
Founders College Ring Awards and Si? Colrmm,ttee «“"» ‘he ? lOjOOa.m. to 3:30 p.m. on and all are welcome,
the Alice Turner Award to Mrs. Pearl ?! make an award ln a given Saturday March 19th in the

GAY MEETING Gmsler 221 Founders College. The V ' SandfordFleming Building, Room OXFAM BENEFIT
nr' In. ' criteria for the above awards are: the !305. (University of Toronto). .... .
The Gay Alliance at York will meet in recipients should be in either their âllllllâi mirimAi »««... Admission is free. Nancy White will share in words and
S872 Ross at 7:00 p.m. Thursday. A 3rd or 4th year and Xible to „ UAL CULTURAL SHOW music her recent OXFAM sponsored
representative from the Hassle Free graduate, and should not have won resented by York’s Caribbean PEACE AND DISARMAI1FIIT Lr'p t0 Central America. Bobbins
Clinic will be speaking about the award before. The awards are Stud®nts Association. “Metropoli- DISCUSSION Restaurant will host a benefit for
sexually transmitted diseases and made to persons who have made rtan„ B,ues” is„thc theme and it a . n. OXFAM-Canada on Sunday March
AIDS. Everyone is urged to attend outstanding contributions to the features a col,a«e of Caribbean World Cmm and the 27 from 6-11 p.m., including a Latin
this informative session. extra-curricular life at Founder! mus,c. P°etry, drama, dance and 7°, Gounci1 °f Churches"; The American buffet style dinner

College during this term^Please i=* P~pk. To be held on Sc”' P"'-""-.,,, b, NtJcy Whl"!
submit your nominations between ? Ma[ch 31’1983 in Button churehes i? Courncil of ?1,de?’ disPlays and crafts. Tickets
March 14 and March 30th. Auditorium beginning at 8 p.m. Anelican °f the for [he evening are $20.00 and are

sh3rp. Tickets: $4.00 (advance) and st)e£" nCh J,ch.°f Ganada wil1 be available from OXFAM-Canada
$5.00 (at door); $3.00 (faithful 7P?n„ ?, Wed"esdaY March 23. (961-3935) or Bobbins (923-7811)
members). Ticket includes k u"c°l egeroom01°- or at the d°or. payable by cash or
admission to the dance afterward fP°nsored by the Student Christian Chargex. Tax receipts available. No
and can be bought in Central Square Movement at York. reserved seats,
during March 14-31 inclusive. Food vniB,
on sale! So come bring in the sun TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO SOCK-HOP 
with the people who know how. “See STUDENTS 
yuh dey!”

. I

I -

Cant'd Item p§. 2

Origins and Consequences. This 
lecture is co-sponsored by the 
Amnesty International Action 
Groups on the York and Glendon 
campuses, and Bethune College

CANADIAN CENTRE OF 
PHOTOGRAPHY
Activities at the Canadian Centre of YORK TALENT COMPFTITinai

sOSeeby Henri Cartier-Bresson (until C°mPetltl0n to be held at the Grad 
April 3). A lecture by Simon Watney Rll|1|j8e tEe 7tfl floor Ross 
on "Imagining Reality-the Face of EnterJ now for the
Formalism" will be given on Thurs- hlu ?unds which will be
day March 24 at 7:00p.m. Admission finals°to tot? |28 tT 2U9 With the 
for members and students is $4 00 o take p,ace March 30. Time 
for others is $5.00. The Centre is’ Lr T t0 1 a;m' (L L B.0.) “All

596 M"kh™ &-ÏÏ53
for a night of great entertainment

Mac Pub will be sponsoring a 50’s 
Trinidad and Tobago students (visa Sock-Hop on Friday March 25th in
and permanent residents) both ,ac Hal1 t0 celebrate York
graduate and undergraduate who are Independent Theatre Productions’ 
interested in employment in production of the rock-and roll
Trinidad and Tobago are invited to spectacular Grease. So slick back
register with the Consulate-General, those duck"tails and put on your
365 Bloor Street East, Suite 1202 as ->lvin8 shoes,’cause it will be Greased

Lightning!!!!!!

ON THE LINE
“On the Line", a 50 minute film 
about the direct effects of 
unemployment, layoffs and 
shutdowns. Father Massey 
Lombardi, Head of the Social Action 
Committee of the Toronto Arch- 
Diocese will be speaking on the 
Bishops statement on the economy 
after the film. Showing today 
Thursday March 17, 4:00 in Room 
107 Osgoode Hall. Sponsored by the 
Student Christian Movement and 
the Osgoode Law Union Social 
Justice film series.

soon as possible. Students who are 
about to graduate should register 
IMMEDIATELY. Registration by PRESIDENT S SKATING PARTY 
mail should be done on a white index President and Mrs. Macdonald invite
ard 4 inches by 6 inches. all Faculty, Staff and members of
ntormation required: full name; their families to a Skating Party to be

p ace and date of birth; name of held at the Ice Arena on Sunday
University; faculty in which enrolled March 20th, 1983 from 3:00 p m to
(specify major); expected date of 5:00 p.m. Hot chocolate and donuts
graduation, address and telephone will be served, so bring your skates
number in Canada. and enjoy the fun.

and fun.
ROBERT KAPLAN SPEAKS
York Student Liberals are having the MEXICO
Hon. Robert Kaplan, Solicitor An exposition of Mexican
issueTofriie d^Th'10 5^ °n handcrafts promoted for the Fondo 
issues ot the day This is an open National de Artesanias (FONART)

Curtis Lecture Hall "E” Wi" ** he'd Marcl> 1(52
on M^daî March 21 ^ ^ t0 4:00 P-“- i" the junior

y March 21. Common Room of Bethune College.

MGM/UA Films Invites You To A Special Preview

EXPOSED
Inn3/*6056 thnller about a glamorous high-fashion model 
who becomes involved with international terrorists.

Starring: Nastassia Kinski 
Rudolph Nureyev 
Harvey Keitel

Written, Produced & 
Directed by: James Toback
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< / SEE THE FILM 

MEET THE DIRECTOR
x>

' \\^zOf

('
UJames Toback & Nastassia Kinski

Date: Monday March 21st 
Time: Preview at 7:00 p 
Place: Curtis Hall “L”

Followed by question-answer period with 
York University
.m.

James Toback

freefreeFREE
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